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The Queen cried, 'Faster,* Faster.1 1 and dragged her along. 
*Are we nearly there?* Alice managed to pant out at last. 
’Nearly there.1 * the Queen repeated. ’Why, we passed 
it ten minutes ago.1 Faster.' "
L. Carroll 
(from Alice Through The Looking Glass)
Abstract
Various types of force constant refinement procedures have 
been reviewed. A program has been written for the damping least 
squares method in which a small factor is added to the diagonal 
elements of the normal matrix.
This program was developed as part of a study of the force 
field of the hyponitrite ion NgOg”. A previous study by McG-raw 
et al was unsatisfactory because only the information from the 
normal isotope was used and this gave a very large discrepancy 
(67cm ) for one of the calculated frequencies. In the present
work it is found that a reversal of the McG-raw assignment for 
the assymetric stretching and out-of-plane deformation vibra­
tions gives a better measure of fit when the isotopic frequen­
cies are used to calculate an almost complete general valence 
force field.
For the normal molecule frequencies the reversed assignment 
gave almost the same measure of fit as the McG-raw assignment for 
their proposed 5 constant force field. For an alternative 
choice of 5 constant force field the new assignment gave an even 
lower measure of fit whilst the McGraw assignment could not be 
fitted at all well.
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Introduction
The v/ork described is concerned with the application of a 
digital computer to assign the vibrational spectrum and, to the 
study of alternative force fields for the hyponitrite ion NgOg*
The computer used was an I.C.L. 1905 and the programming 
language was ALGOL.
The traditional force field problem is to solve for the 
force constants in a postulated quadratic force field, given a
Utter
set of observed vibrational frequencies. These/corresponding to 
the normal modes of a molecule of a given geometry. It is possible 
by a standard process to calculate frequencies from any given set 
of force constants, but the opposite process has always been a 
lengthy and unsystematic matter of trial and error. The number 
of force constants in the approximate field is necessarily chosen 
to be less than or equal to the number of experimental frequencies. 
Because some off-diagonal terms must be zero one does not obtain 
an exact solution. No direct method is available for proceeding 
from frequencies to force constants.
Diagonal force constants calculated by Rauch(3:5) and
refined by McGraw(3:U) were used to calculate the frequencies and
to build up the off-diagonal force constants of the approximate
and generalized valency force fields. This was done with the
— 1McGraw assignment NNC asymmetric stretch = 371 cm and ONNO out
-1of plane deformation = 1+92 cm and also with the reverse assignment.
A systematic process based upon the method of least squares 
following the procedure of D.A.Long and R.B.Gravenor(6:3) was used 
in writing the program. The method starts with a trial of force
constants value fed to the computer with other details necessary
to define the force field, the geometry of the molecule and the
B matrix elements* The initial set of force constants is used
to calculate the corresponding roots and vectors of the secular 
+
equation D FD - EX =0 and also a Jacobian matrix of variations 
in the roots with variation in the force constants values* ' ; 
Using this matrix and suitably weighted deviations between the 
observed and calculated roots, a set of modifications 8F is 
derived and these modifications are applied to the initial force 
constant values. The whole process is then repeated, until 
evantually, the calculated 8F values converge to about zero*
At this point, the calculated frequencies correspond to the 
"best fit" set of force constant values defined so that the 
weighted sum of squares of discrepancies in the X values 
(measure of fit) is a minimum.
Despite the use of very small scaling factors or singling 
out the weak component of 8F, scaling it or supressing it comp­
letely, the process resulted in oscillations towards and away 
from a better fit with the observed frequencies* The normal 
matrix was found to be very nearly singular and an increase in 
the size of its diagonal elements was necessary to increase the 
value of its determinant to overcome oscillations and removing 
non-linearity in the calculation of 8F.
A damping least squares method(l3:3, 1^:3) was tried by 
adding a small factor to the diagonal elements of the normal 
matrix. It was chosen to be more than zero and less than 0*5 . 
It was found to be satisfactory.
7A simple valence force field (S.V.F.F. ) with two interaction
parameters was not satisfactory. A more generalized force field
was tried. Using extra data for the isotopic 0"^ 0 ^  we
were able to obtain and refine all the interaction parameters
except F^ , and F^. . These we decided to set to zero becauser Da* D ’a
their Jacobi elements are the same as those of F^ and F_, , andDa D 1 a f
hence gives the same values of force constants which is in
contradiction with the Crowford rule (3;7)*
It was found also that there is a possibility of reversing
-1the assignment of the in plane asymmetric stretch = 371 cm and 
the out of plane deformation = ^92 cm When this is done the
different force fields give either similar or lower measures of 
fit of observed and calculated frequencies.
CHAPTER ONE
THE THEORY OP MOLECULAR VIBRATIONS
1.1 The classical theory
For the purposes of vibrational spectroscopy a molecule is 
viewed as an assembly of point masses (nuclei) whose mean relative 
positions (equilibrium configuration) is determined by some intra­
molecular force field.
The number of degrees of freedom posses%d by the molecule is
the number of co-ordinates required to specify completely the
position of the nuclei. Each nucleus requires (three) co-ordinates 
to define its position and so a molecule of (N) atoms may be defined 
by the (3N) co-ordinates (R). Of these co-ordinates, (M) are 
concerned with translations and rotations, which is (5) for linear 
molecules and (6) for non linear molecules, we will call these (M) 
co-ordinates as (r). The remaining (3N-M) co-ordinates are 
concerned with internal motion only, 
i.e. There are (3N-M) internal co-ordinates (r).
The most commonly used internal co-ordinates are changes of bond 
lengths and bond angles(l).
The (N) atoms may also be defined by (3N) cartesian displace­
ment co-ordinates (x^  , x2 , x^ ,  ..... , X3N^#
The co-ordinates (R) and (X) are related by the transformation 
8 = CX ....... . (1)
where,
C is a square matrix 
8 and X are column matrices.
As (8 ) is partitioned into (K) and (r), (C) may be partitioned into 
(B) and (b). So we may write equation(l) as
R 3N-M 3
'
X
r M b
(B) involves transformations into internal co-ordinates,
(b) involves transformations into rotational and translational co­
ordinates. So we can write
R = BX   (2)
and
r = t>X   (3)
From equation(l) the inverse transformation is
X = cf1 E  (4a)
A
C may be portioned into sub-matricies (A) and (a) and equation 
(k) can be written as
The kinetic energy of the system, in terms of cartesian 
displacement co-ordinates is
where
2T = X M X
X is the time derivative of X 
*t
X is the transpose of X 
M is a diagonal matrix of masses
(5)
Using equation(Ua), we can write the kinetic energy in terms of 
(E) co-ordinates
or
2T =
R
i.e.
a
(5a)
A
I
a R
♦
r
et t. .t t . .t t , .t t .
2T = R A K A R  + R A M a r  + r a M A R  + r a M a r . ..(6
Nov/, separation of internal motion from translational and 
rotational motions requires that terms involving cross product of 
internal and external co-ordinates must vanish
ot t •
i.e. R A M a r = zero
»t t .
r a M A R  = zero
«t t .
r a M a r  = zero
Therefore, considering internal motion only, equation (6) reduces 
to
.t t
..........      (7)2T as R A M A R
which is an expression for the kinetic energy of a molecular system, 
due to internal motions of the atoms only.
The potential function is a complex function of all the 
co-ordinates and may allways he expanded in a Taylor series,
Due only to internal motions of the atoms, the potential 
function (V) may he expanded as a power series in the displacement
(R) • Using the subscript zero to denote the equilibrium position
. 3N-M 3N-Mglares :
V = V„ + / (SV/SR.) R, + i/_(82V/SR,8R.) R.R. + Higher terms ..(8) 
° 0  1 ° 1 i, j=1 1 3 ° A 3
Higher terms in the expansion can he ignored for small displacem­
ent. i.e. for an HARMONIC potential function,
The potential energy is measured relative to the value when the 
atoms are in their equilibrium positions, hence VQ = zero.
The equilibrium positions correspond, to a stable minimum in the 
potential energy surface hence all first derivatives are zero.
i.e. ( S V / S R ^ ^  = sero 
The resulting potential function is
■2-'- -  (9)V = i / (8 V/8R, 8R .) R.R,
A « o 1 d
By Taylor9s theorm the second order derivatives in such a function 
for (V) are constants so
2V = /_ f,, R,R,  .........(10)
yt'.J-.t “ «J
where, = (sS/SRjRj
and the fTs are the HARMONIC force constants in internal co-ordina
tes. This is a completely general force field involving cross
terms between every pair of co-ordinates.
In matrix form equation(lO) becomes
2V = R4 F R  ...(11)
where, F is the matrix of force constants f^ .i*
1.3 The G matrix
Wilson(2) defined M s  G matrix as:
Q = B M“1 B"6 ................. (12)
Where, B is a transformation matrix of cartesian co-ordinates
into internal co-ordinates.
B° is the transpose of B.
M~1 is the inverse of a diagonal matrix of masses.
Or, as show^n in equation^)* ot the inverse transformation
G = (A* M A )”1 ...................  (13)
Where, A is a transformation matrix of internal co-ordinates
into cartesian co-ordinates.
Substituting equation(13) in equation(7) we get
•t -1 ♦
2T —  K G R . . o o . c > . o o t > * » o . o 0 < > . e « . . o . .  ( 1^j-)
which is the kinetic energy of molecule in internal co-ordinates.
1 ok The secular equation
Newton’s equation of motion can "be written in the form
a
d/dt(ST/8Rj^ ) ^ SV/8Ri = 0 9*»*s«*»««««*e»99 (15)
where
1 = 1 , 2 , 3 ,     , (3W-M)
Prom equation(llj.)
-1 .
8T/SR, o aA
d/dtCST/SRj) = 2_Gij Rj ...... ........(15a)
And from equation(lO)
SV/SRj = 2. fil Ri   05b)
s-\ J ^
Substituting (lf>a) and (15b) 3n 05) we get
' L f n h  + fi 3 ^ ) = 0  — ...... <16>
i.e. we have (3N-M) homogeneous second order diffrential 
equations. The solution of these equations are known to take the 
form:
x
R. = A. Cos( i t  + 6 )     (17)
where
1 = 1 , 2 , 3 ,   .......  , (3N-M)
, X §nd 0 are constants.
The (3N-M) constants X may be evaluated by diffrentiation and 
substituting back into equation(l6). This gives (3N-M) equations
-1
/ fljA3 ” 71 Gi3 Ai = 0     (18)
where J* i
i = 1 , 2 , 3 ,  .........  , (3N-M)
This is a system of first order simultaneous equations with respect 
to In order that they have non-zero A’s, the determinant must
equal zero.
f21 - X C i,
^ ^  ,a
f22-XG22
« o o c o o
o o o © a o
1(3H-M)| >• P, d"--!
2(3N-M) - > C
-I
f(3N-M)1->>® f(3W-M)2 -Xf
Us~m) i It*’-*)*.
Equation(l9) has (3N-M) roots which are the values of X which cause 
the determinant to vanish« Any one of these, say, X^, can he
«• p.
substituted into the (3N~M) equation(l8) to give
7  fijAdk " Vik =0 (18a)
where
= 1 , 2 , 3 p * o © e , (3N-M)
More explicity,
f11A1k + f12A2k + ••••• ~ \ A-|k = 0
f(3N-M)lA1k + f(3K-M)2A2k + ©<>©0 4 X,_Akr(3N-M)k = 0
These equations can only he solved to give the ratios A^jAg^Joo# 
and not their absolute values* We therefore construct a set of 
(3N-M) coefficients l^k which are in the same ratio as the A ^  and 
related to them by
Aik = V i k  i=1 ,2,3*.....(3N-M)
where K. is a proportionality constant determined by the initialJ&
condition of the vibration. lik can be chosen so that
I irlien k 1 
= 1 when k = 1
The solution of equation(l6) for Xfc is now written
Eik = Aik Cost\  1 + V
1
(17a)
This equation indicates that all the N atoms in the molecule 
vibrate with the same frequency and in phase (NORMAL VIBRATION) , 
and also that the ratios of the vibrational amplitudes between 
each pair of atoms are constant# There are (3N-M) X*s similar to 
7^. in a N-atom molecule which are the latent roots of the OF matrix 
and correspond to the normal vibration frequency
and (3N~M) A^’s similar to A^k which correspond to the latent 
vectors of the OF matrix# So, If we know F and G , we can 
compute the normal frequencies of vibration for any molecular 
system#
1*5 Symmetry co-ordinates
By choosing a suitable change of co-ordinates, it is possible 
to factorize the secular determinant into a series of non mixing 
blocks along the diagonal# Bach block represents a secular
equation of lower order, and may be treated separably from the 
others# An advantage of factorizing by symmetry is that it allows 
an easier identification and assignment of the frequencies#
The symmetry co-ordinates are defined by the transformation
If U is chosen correctly (U must be normalized and orthogonal), 
it is possible to obtain a degree of maximum simplification of the 
problem, depending upon the symmetry point group and the size of 
the molecule under investigation. The matrix U can be set up by
«
S = BR • Q « # » o « o » o « o o e e # # # 0 # (20)
using standard procedures based upon group theory, as described by 
Wilson, Decius and Cross(l)»
The theory of molecular vibrations using symmetry co-ordinates 
as a basis, is precisely similar to the theory using internal 
co-ordinates# By defining new (§) and (f) matrices as
2T = S 8   (2 1)
t
2V = S ^  S .........   .. (22)
Substituting (20) in (21) and (22) we obtain
t ^-1
U U R    ......  (23)
*t 
2T = R
and t t
2V = R U <X. U R ..........  (23a)
thUS a t
H  = UGU    (24)
and . t
y  = upu   (25)
Both & and 'i- are factored along the diagonal, and the secular 
equation now has the form
I - X E j = 0     (26)
! I
where E is a unit matrix#
1o6 Normal co-ordinates
The set of so-called normal co-ordinates, Q , is related to 
internal co-ordinates by the transformation
R = L Q OO«»*»*«9»O»««««»»««9*0o( 27 )
and to symmetry co-ordinates by the transformation
S = 1 Q ........ .....••.■.••.•...(28)
The matrices L and 1 are chosen so that the following 
definition of Q holds(l)
«t o
2T = Q E  Q •e*9«eo««««4»*e«*»9$0*t*(29)
and ^
2V — Q « s c o t o t e » * « e o » « * * * o » « o e * ( 30)
where
E is an identity matrix 
and«A=, is a diagonal matrix of latent roots.
Substituting for Q in (29) and (30), from (27) we get
®t JL% M O
2T = ft L 1 L 1 R ............ o.#.(31)
and t A> ,
2V = R L’ l(A j ,r1 R ......... ,.,...(32)
Therefore, comparing (31) and (32) with (1i|>) and (11) one get
t
G = H  .... ® «. o (33)
and
F =.'vLt-A_L ..............   (34)
From (33) and (3U) we can write
G F L = L m/ \ m    (35)
The column vector , of a matrix L corresponds to the amplitude 
vectors of the secular equation# They are specially normalized 
according to the conditions (33) and (3k) •
Similarly in terms of symmetry co-ordinates by substituting 
for Q .in (29) and (30) p from '(28) we get
* •
...........   ......(37)
and
1    (38)=
1o7 The L vector
Equation (27) can be written as
R 1 = 1 n Q i + 1 i2Q2 + *••••• +
Ri “ ^11^1 * 112(^2 +
In a normal vibration in which the normal co-ordinates 
changes with frequency Tijj, all internal co-ordinates , Rg, . . .R^ 
change with the same frequency. However, the amplitude of oscill­
ation is different for each internal co-ordinate, and the relative 
ratio of the amplitudes is given by
IjJ JJ • 2^JJ • ® * * * • O • 1JJJ ••a4«tc®9*(t«0*9*l (hO)
If one of these elements is relatively large compared with 
the other, this normal vibration is said to be due dominantly 
to the vibration caused by the change in the internal co-ordinate. 
The ratio of l*s in equation (kO) can be obtained as a column 
matrix(l). As an example, the equations of the three A symmetric
o
vibrations of NgOg-” are
« » ) „ (®>12 (®)13 1A11 111
(0P )21 (®)22 (GF)23 1 ~ 12 = J-12
(GP)31 (gf)32 (GF)33 *13 113
( ® ) „ <®)12 (®)13 X21:
i
X21
(®)22 (®>23 122 * ^2 X22
(®>31 (®>32 (GP)33 *23 i23
(®>t2 (®>13 *31 l31
(gf)21 (gf)22 <®>23 X32 = *3 “32
(gp)31 (G5?)32 (®)33 *!~33 X33
Equation (U1) gives the ratios 112
t X 
• J*11
■i, A.,, * T . -11
(U2) gives the ratios 121
• X
• 22 * X23 ! 122
(U3) gives the ratios 131
* 1
33 » 132 • 3-33
. . (ij.2 )
121/122
Therefore the un normalized L matrix is
i
1
lo zA.
^12 11
l31y/l33
i32/,133
23' 22
1
L must he normalized to satisfy the equation
t
and
L F L =
& F L = L _ A
• • • • • «(k3)
(W+)
(3U)
(35)
108 Potential energy distribution
The potential energy of the molecule can he written as
t
V  2
2V = \4 Q4  ...••...•....(1*6)
2"V ** H P R «00©0«00*l>**00**00*0000*»('1l)
using equation (27) we get
t t
2V = Q I. F L Q  ....................... (U5)
The potential energy is given in terms of normal co-ordinates as
‘i '‘I
2V = Q _ A -  Q ..............   (^7)
where
mJ \ ai is a diagonal matrix of A values 
Now9 comparing (U5) and (1*7) we get
t
l  f l * y  V
If this relation is written for one normal vibration of frequency 
we get
a  \ t
in matrix form ^
_   ........*..(^8)
or V
Soj from equation (k&) the potential energy is
V(Ajj) = (5) %  1m  3 ju  ..........(50)
where
(Fij ^iN **3N^  is P°<'en‘*'3al energy distribution in 
each internal co-ordinate* Since , in general, this term is large 
when i=j 9 a comparison of terms may "be useful for "band
assignmerits(3)o If the F ^ l ^  terms is exceedingly large for R^, 
this normal vibration can be assigned to the group vibration 
represented by R^.
P p
It both and a2*e relatively large compared witn
those for the other internal co-ordinates, the normal vibration is 
assigned to a coupled vibration between those represented by 
internal co-ordinates R^ and R^ (vibrational coupling)0
1 *9 The wave mechanical approch to the problem of small
vibrations
When classical mechanics is employed, the rotation and vibra­
tion of a molecule can be considered separately* The total wave
function for the motion of atoms in a molecule 0 9 can be written 
to a good degree of approximation as a product of a vibrational 
wave function 0 y 9 and a rotational wave function 0 r
i.e. 0 = 0 v 0v ......................... (51)
The vibrational wave function is written as a function of normal
co-ordinates and is a solution of the vibrational wave equation
The potential and kinetic energies in terms of normal co-ordinates
are \  2
2V = Z T X1 Qi ....... *............. c..e(52)
and &=.** 0
• c.
2T = / Qx   .........(53)
s cl
Substituting for T and V in the wave equation, we get(Ij.)
2 2 Y  2 Y
-h /&nr Z _  S20v/SQi + % jL \ Q , %0v = .............(54)
A C. I S  '- •
where, Ey is the vibrational energy
Equation(5U) is separable into 3N-M equation,, one for each 
normal co-ordinate. i.e. Only one normal co-ordinate is 
associated with each normal vibration. So,
The wave equation (54) satisfied if the function 0^  and the 
energies Efe satisfy equation of the type
-h/&f (S20/s£) + \  0^ ...........(57)
which is the well known equation for the linear harmonic oscilla­
tor expressed in terms of the normal co-ordinate Q^.
Thus, for the vibrational energy of a molecule we can write, 
for the simplest case, ignoring the problem of degeneracy
E v^1* v2* = ^ ( ^ - 4 )  + hY2 v^2* ^  + ••••#.®(5Q)
or as a term
G(vi9 v2, = w1 C'^ +i) + w2 (v2+-J) + ..... .......(59)
where
w s y/c
So, the zero point energy is
0(0,0,0) - iv/^  + iw2 + ..... ...........(60)
Now, calculated from the zero point, the vibrational term becomes:
G(v1P Vgj ..*) — G(0,0,..») p • • *)
= w1v1 + w2v2 + ... ..,...(61)
In order to include vibrations of any desired degree of 
degeneracy, equation(59) can be expressed in the form
<*0^,  v2, ...) = wi(vi + a±/ 2 ) ...........(62)
where
d^ is the degree of degeneracy
d.3«1 for non-degenerate vibrations _
d^=2 for doubly degenerate vibrations and so on.
Each normal co-ordinate may again be taken independently of 
all the others and associated with it will be a quantum number 
and a normal frequency y^f which is the classical normal freque­
ncy of vibration of a molecule.
The observed spectroscopic fundamentals correspond to a , 
transition from
or from
VjL = 0 to V± » 1 ABSQRBTION
V, s 1 to V. = 0 EMISSIONi i
ujmrx&K tvl'U
CONSTRUCTION OP THE MATRICES
2©1 The G and ^  matrices
In most normal co-ordinate analyses and force field calcula­
tions, the secular equations were set tip in terms of an internal 
co-ordinate has is # The reasons for this are:
(1) The translational and rotational motions of the molecule as 
a whole are eliminated initialy from the calculation*
(2) A normal mode of vibration can hie Interpreted in terms of 
the stretching vibration of a particular bond or the bending 
vibration of a particular angle in a molecule.
(3) By using symmetry co-ordinates, one can reduce computer time 
and storage requirements.
The & matrix is defined by equation(2Zj.) as
i ^/  = U G U
The U matrix is determined by the symmetry present in the molecule 
and is derived by rules given by Wilson, Decius and Cross(l).
The G matrix was defined by equation(l2) as
-1 t
G = B M  B
The elements may then be calculated simply if the transformation 
matrix B, which relates internal co-ordinates to cartesian 
co-ordinates, is known
The B matrix i3, tedious to calculate 9 specialy for non-planer 
molecules, and depend on the initial choice of cartesian axes© 
WiXson(2), derived an elegent approach using vector notation,, 
which makes a choice of axes unnecessary0 As we have seen in 
equation(2)
R = B X
3N-M
/ R B
V
X
3N
A displacement of an atom needs to he defined by co-ordinates. 
These may he grouped, for each atom, into one vector say ra for 
the a atom©
Corresponding to the elements ra, there will he three elements 
of the t^row of B which will contribute to R^ .o 
These represent a vector
E1
r2
•••
Rt
ta
ra
Therefore, we can write
K, = L  S+„ • rat tt=i ta
Where the product involved in the dot or scalar product of the 
two vectors*
The elements form a new matrix, called the K matrix, which
will have dimensions 3N-M by N*
G is now defined as
—1 t
G ** H El H * (2* 1 )
S'
V/Xth — __/___ S j ^  • "l/ffiCl 90 0 9 0  •© 0 0 0 0 0 0 * 0 0  9 O 90 { 2 * 2 )
The elements S.fca are characteristic of the type of internal co­
ordinate used* and are listed for many kinds of internal co­
ordinates hy Wilson, Decius and Cross(l).
It is clear from equation(2) above, that only two internal 
co-ordinates are involved in determinig each G^£ matrix element* 
There arc only a limited number of internal co-ordinate types, 
and in a molecule these will only he ^uxtoposed in a small number 
of ways, discounting differences in bond lengths and interbond 
angle. It is therefore possible to tabulate lists of G matrix 
elements, in terms of variable bond parameters and atomic masses* 
Many G matrix elements have been tabulated in this way by Wilson, 
Decius and Cross(l) •
The A matrix
Compxiter programs for solving equations of the type
GP — El| —* 0 •o*oo***««o«»»<******(2o3)
are usually held as library procedures by most electronic comp­
uters but two points must be considered at this stage(^)*
(1) G and F are both symmetric matrices but in general the mat­
rix product GF is not symmetric and computer programes to solve
an asymmetric matrix are much more complex than those for symmetric 
matrices0
(2) In many cases the number of internal co-ordinates needed to 
describe the molecule completely, exceeds the number of degrees 
of freedoma That is, redundancies are introduced and to remove 
these, it is necessary to use symmetry co-ordinates ( s ) ,  such 
that there are 3^-6 * S co-ordinates which are orthogonal 0 At 
this stage group theory methods are used to split the symmetry 
co-ordinates into different symmetry types0
These two problems can be overcome if instead of using the 
secular equation(3) an alternative form is used which on solution 
gives the same values of X as in(293).
Wilson’s G matrix was defined in equation(l2) as
-1 t 
G = B I 1  B
or t
G = B u B   (2.4)
-1
where u = M a diagonal matrix of reciprocal masses
or ±  x  t
G = B ( u ^ u V  B ..................... 0.(2.5)
1_
2
where u is a diagonal matrix of square roots of reciprocal 
masseso
±  JL
2 2 t
since (u ) = (u )
we can define a new matrix D as
x
D >  B (u) •.•.......*....•....•...•(2.6)
arid equation(2,5) now becomes after using(2.6) as
t
® ^ ® ••••••••o....oo«»®®ooo©.*(2©T)
so, the secular equation(2*3) can be written as
In our calculations we proved that the roots of equation(2o8) 
arc exact^ly the same as the roots of the original secular 
equation(2o3) see also reference^)*
t
Furthermore D FD matrix (or the so called* A matrix) is a 
square symmetric matrix of the order 3N®
This matrix can he solved hy a simple diagonalization 
program (Jacobi procedure) \7hich gives 3N values of X* six of 
them being zero (corresponding to translations and rotation) 0 
The existence of zero roots constitutes a check both on the 
matrices and the computer•
So* the problem of carrying out a vibrational analysis reduces 
to one of setting up on F matrix ( this merely involves insertion 
of necessary force constants) and finding the transformation 
matrix B from internal co-ordinates R to cartesian displacement 
co-ordinates X as mentioned before.
2*3 The B matrix
To construct the B matrix we used Wilson’s technique(4)* 
Assuming a unit vector e ^  along bonds connecting atoms i and 3
F025 any "bond between atoms i and j
eij = “e3i  .(2.9)
These bond vectors can be expressed in terms of cartesian dis­
placement vectors x^ on each atom* The change in an internal 
co-ordinate due to the displacement of each atom involved in the 
co-ordinate is made up af small separate displacement of each 
atom* The movement of each atom, i, is described by a vector 
related to the bond vector e. .* For example , if theox x j
increase in the distance between atom i and j is S^9 the most 
efficient direction to displace the end atoms is along the line 
connecting them, but in a direction away from each other *
S t i  r i j  s t 3
The vectors and 8^  should here be unit vectors® For the
co-ordinates S^, all other vectors (a ^ i,3) are zero
since displacements of other atom^s will not effect « It is
often convfnent to express the vector in terms of unit vectors
along certain of the interatomic connecting lines, for example, 
along the chemical valence bonds*
If v/e let the unit vector directed from atom i toward atom 
3 be denoted by when is the extension of the bond
■between atom i and j one has
stl = e3i = “ei5
(O 4 f)}
Sj. j ~ e • j — ** e • • tj. 13 ox
Bond Stretching co-ordinates
If R^ is the increase in distance between atoms 1 and 2, 
then from equation(2*10) we get
St1 = “°12 = g21
St2  °21 “ c12
(2.11)
The coefficients of the S^., if these are expressed in cartesian 
displacement vectors will be the B matrix elements associated 
with the co-ordinates R^©
Angle bonding co-ordinates
Prom the diagram, must be perpendicular to the bond 31?
Now since a unit displacement of will increase 0 by 1/^3
then the length of is given by
St1 = 1/r3l
If v is a vector perpendicular to the bond 13, then v can be 
resolved into two components involving e^ and e ^  •
Prom the triangle of victors built of atom 1 we have:
ae31
S
*t2
v = a - ^•e32 ••••*♦••••••.••••••**•••(2.12)
Sin 0 s= 1/b 
Cog 0 = a/b
or
b = 1/Sxn 0 ««*»»»««i*««**6*«»i>(ot)09«(2»13)
and a = b Coo0 — Oos0/Sin0 toa«c«a***>o**»ooo««o»oa(2tii-i-)
Substituting (2.13) and (2.110 in (2.12) we get 
v sfCoaO/SinBje^ - (1/Sin0) e^2
or
v = (Cos© e^ -j «* e^2)/Sin6 .«...«o(2o15)
Having S^1 = 1/r^ an<* S,c2 = I A 32
So St1 = (Cog0 - e^2) / r ^  Sin0 .(2.16)
S^2 = (Cos0 ** ) / ^ 2  SinO e»e.»»oo»(2.17)
and
equation (2.18) is true since there must be no resultant movement 
of a molecule in a vibration ©
Again the coefficient of in terms of cartesian dis­
placement vectors are the B matrix elements corresponding to 
the particular angle bending co-ordinates concerned©
2 The potential energy function
The central task in the study of molcular vibrations is the 
determination of the potential energy function© This is a very 
considerable problem, and there are, at present, two main 
approaches in use to try to solve it.
The most general method io to take the quadratic terms of a 
Taylor expansion in the co-ordinate chosen, and then, using as 
many data as can be obtained for the molecule under consideration, 
to solve for the unknowns in the harmonic potential functions.
This process has been used by J©Aldows and Mills(5) for CH^F,
Where 20 pieces of informations were used to solve for the 12 
force constants in the most general harmonic potential field.
In practice, workers adopting this approach are very severely 
restricted to dealing with very small molecules, or moderately 
small molecules of high symmetry. Furthermore, such molecules 
must contain, normally, H atoms, so that the data available from 
molecules containing Deuterium, and also from fine structure 
effects, may be used in the calexpiations. The resulting force 
constants are difficult to visualise, as they are expresed in 
terms of symmetry co-ordinates and not in terms of the simpler 
valency co-ordinates.
The moQt common approach to tho problem of the potential
function is to accept that there are insufficient data to solve
for the general harmonic functions and then to try to find physi­
cally satisfactory models involving fewer force constant, which 
will, however, satisfactorily fit the data available© The 
simplest, postulates are those of the simple valency and central 
force fields; and these are the basis of modern approximation 
force fields©
Approximation force fields
(1) The central force field (C*F.F)
The assumption of central force field is that the attraction
and repulsion forces between the atoms which hold them in their 
equilibrium position, act only along the lines joining pairs of 
atoms, and every pair is connected by such a force. These 
attractions and repulsions depend only on the distance between 
the atoms©
These assumption are equivelent to saying that the potential 
energy is a purely quadratic function of the changes in distances 
between all nuclei© It is the type of potential function that 
would arise in a molecule held together by purely ionic forces©
The above assumption results in a great simplification especially 
when symmetry causes some aii to be identical© In practice 
this approximation is not satisfactory and gives bad results.
It fails, for example, to explain the existence of a bending 
frequency in linear molecules©
Where
V
Qi is the change in the i inter molecular distance©
(2) The simple valence force field (SoVoF.F)
This approximation is the simplest possible type of force 
field. It assumes that the forces acting along the valence 
bonds resist change from the equilibrium bond length, and at 
right angles to the bond resisting change from equilibrium 
bond angle. So, there is a reduction in the number of force 
constants and there are no cross terms connecting bending and 
stretching in the potential energy matrix. The S.V.F.F is 
found to be a better approximation than the C eF 0F but even so 
the calculated frequencies may differ from the observed by 
5-10%.
(3) More general force fields
while the most general form of the potential energy in 
most cases contain more constants (quadratic terms) than there 
are normal frequencies, we have seen in the above that the 
assumption of central forces or of valence forces leads in 
general to fewer pote/ntal constants than there are frequen­
cies^), Alternatively, one may use additional equations of 
isotopic substitution for the determination of further 
potential constants, that is, assume a more general field of 
force approaching as nearly as possible the most general case 
(6,7).
( k ) The Urey and Bradely force field
It is a very popular approximation which combines • 
S.V.F.F and CoF.F (it consists of bending and stretching force 
constants together with repulsion forces between non-bonded 
atoms) . The assumption here is that non-bonded atoms repel
each other hy steric effects, possibly involving Van der Waals 
forces, as peripheral atoms may be very approximately regarded 
as inert gas atoms.
Certain assumptions are made which have become quite 
conventional in practice, like the assumption first m a d e  by 
Shimanouchi(8),that the repulsive potential is of form V=a/q^. 
This force field is physically satisfactory and is often quite 
successful in practice. It is probably very realistic in 
molecules where large atoms are arrayed next to each other, and 
where resonance effect are likely to be small.
An alternative approach is to introduce valency interaction 
terms into the simple valency field. Resonance has shown the 
influence which one hand is likely to have on another, and so 
it is quite reasonable to introduce cross terms into the S.V.F 
matrix. Terms which are known to be large in one molecule are 
likely to figure in related molecules, and it would seem 
reasonable to transfer such terms in these cases. Stretch- 
stretch valency cross terms have been used in conjunction with 
U.B, function in resonating organic systems like Ethylene(9) 
and Napthalene(l 0),.
\
CHAPTER THREE
FORCE CONSTANTS CALCULATION
3*1 Introduction
The calculation of vibration frequencies and normal co­
ordinates from the force constants is a straightforward procedure 
it involves setting up and solving a secular equation, whose 
roots determine the vibration frequencies and whose vectors 
determine the form of the normal co-ordinates. In practice, 
however, it is the vibration frequencies that are observed, and 
the force constants and normal co-ordinates that we wish to 
determine* This reverse calculation is much more difficult, for 
the following reasons (1):
(1) There are in general more unknown force constants than 
observed vibration frequencies, so that a unique solution for 
the force constants can only be obtained by introducing some 
extra data. The necessary extra data are not always available* 
and in this situation it Is common practice to assume some 
specialized force field which reduces the number of unknown force 
constants and thus makes the problem solublej however, such a 
solution is not really unique^ since the type of specialized 
force field assumed is a matter of choice*
(2) The explicit equations which relate the roots of the 
secular equation (i.e. the observed vibration frequencies) to
the unknown force constants, are generally complicated non-lineor 
equations of varying order which are difficult to solve In any 
systematic way,and «\?hen they are solved- may have more than one 
solution0
The study of force field problems has been developed very 
cobsiderably over the last fifty years. Early studies used the 
simple approximation of the simple valence force field and central 
force field on very small molecules, for which it was necessary 
to construct the equations by direct use of the equation of motion.
A first advance in calculation technique was made with the 
introduction of the G- matrix and the use of systematic matrix 
technique(2). The application of group theory methods and the 
use of symmetry co-ordinates to factorise the secular equation 
simplified the calculation of the frequencies from the force 
constant values. But these advances did not solve the problem 
of large molecules except those of highest symmetry ^ and calcula­
tion of frequencies remained very difficult. Also these advances 
made only possible to proceed from assumed force constant values 
to calculate frequencies. The fundamental problem is opposite 
to th$s, it is the calculation of force constant values from the 
frequancies, given an approximate force field. There are various 
problems inherent in this process
(1) The logical problem:
The number of force constants is normally chosen to be 
less than the number of available frequencies. This means that, 
in general, no values of the constants will fit the frequencies 
exactly, vvhat is required is some criterion of best fit •
(2) The computational problem:
Even when some satisfactory criterion is decided on,
direct solution of the problem for the force constants normally 
proves to be excessively difficult, and would involve the 
solution of simultaneous equations of different orders In the 
force constants.
Before the existence of high-speed digital computers, the 
problem described above, were overcome in a very crude and 
unsystematic way, especially for molecules which have no high 
symmetry, and where the degree of .the. factored equations could 
not be reduced to three or less. Force constants values were 
either gussed, or transferred from other examples, and 
frequencies were calculated accordingly. If the calculated fre­
quencies were very wrong, the original guecs(or the force field) 
was a bad one, and another set of values was tried. This pro­
cedure was continued until a reasonable set of frequencies was 
produced. For very high symmetrical molecules, such as ,
the computational problem is simpler, although, even here, it 
is difficult to know if the force constant values obtained have 
the best possible numerical values. It is also difficult to 
decide how well determined are the values obtained. The un­
systematic approach, and the labour of the calculation of fre­
quencies prevents answers to this question being obtained.
With the advent of automatic high speed computers, it 
become possible to carry out the calculation of frequencies 
very quickly and easily, even for quite complex and unsymmetri- 
cal molecules, but it did not of eource, remove the logical 
problem of the derivation of the force constants from the fre­
quencies. The requirement is to obtain a good fit of calculated 
values to the observed values. The old method incorporated a 
combination of trial and error and intuition when refining force
constant values, until a resonable sot of frequencies was reached. 
The criterion for this \?as that the percentage discrepancy 
bet\7een calculated and observed frequencies was as small as 
possible with the largest discrepancy being, less than 5fa if 
possible.
The first essential in a computer application is to give 
a precise mathematical difinition to the problem.
The method of least squares(3) is a very convenient method
for this purpose. It enables a set of force constants to be
derived where the sum of squares of percentage discrepancies in 
the frequency values is minimized. This means that, large errors 
are reduced at the expence of small ones, which is very satisfa- • 
ctory, and corresponds to the situation aimed at in the cruede 
trial and error processes previously used.
3.2 The method of least squares
This method assumes that v/e have (s) observations and (r) 
unknowns• Where S ^  r.
In force constant calculations, (s) stands for the number of
frequencies observed, and (r) stands for the number of
unknown force constants f. to be determined.i
Idealy, the (s) observations are determined exactly by the 
(r) unknowns, but in practice, this will not be so. Each observ­
ation is subject to error(l), and such errors are assumed to be 
normally distributcd(3) > such as is very nearly the case if the 
errors are in experimental observations. A best estimate of (r) 
values will give deviations in (s)  observables, such that the
weighted sum of squares of deviations is a minimum©
So, if X is the measure of fit, which is the weighted
sum of difference of the squares between calculated and observed
frequencies. Our purpose is to adjust f* until y* = T°
where, . . . i
Y = (y^  f Y2 » •••*** Yg) the calculted frequencie
1The frequencies of isotopic molecule are included in y » if the 
corresponding frequencies are observedo
Y° = (Y? > 1 •••••* Yg) &**e the observed frequencies
The deviation vector A  r is given by
A  y = y° - r1    (1.3)
The weighted sum of squared deviation (measure of fit) for the 
iinitial set f is given as
x i " 1 =  Z PP (YP -  YJ)2 ......*...... ..-.(2.3)
where ?
thp refers to the p frequency 
and P is a weighting factor for the p frequency
in a matrix form equation (2.3) can be written as
X1"1 = (y° - Yp)* P (y ° - Y1)    .(3.3)
Now
P is a weight matrix whose diagonal eHments represent
the statistical weights of the observed frequencies.
i iSince X is proportional to y p p
we can write equation (2.3) in terms of X as
xi“ 1 = ^ pp (xp - xp )2 ......................
i iNow, if f is a change in f to give a new set of force
constanto f
where,
fj+1 = f1 + &  f1  ..(5.3)
Then*, equation (4.3) becomes:
X1 = 2^pp (X° - X4+1)2     .(6.3)
We can say that f1+  ^ is better than f* when X* X^”^
1^1 iand f ' is the best when X is minimum.
Thus the problem is to adjust f* until X is minimized©
From equation (6.3)
X1 = 2 pp (xj - (x4 + A  xj) )2  ..... ....(7.3)
In matrix notation equation (7.3) takes the forms
*fc
X1 = (X°-(X4+ A  X4)) P (x°.(X4* A  X4) ) ...■...........(8.3)
Where.,
o i i
( xu - (x-1- + A  X ) ) is a column matrix
( X° - (A* + ^  A*) )^  is its transpose
and
P is a diagonal weighting matrix whose elements represents 
the statistical weights of the observed frequencies;
P =
P3
P
(9.3)
Expanding equation (8.3) we get
X4 = ( x ^ x 4) *  P (x0~x4 ) + 2 (x °-x4 ) P ( A x i ) + ( A x i ) t  p ( A x 4 ) . . ( 1 0 .3 )
where
1 i
( ^  X“ ) is a column matrix of the ^  ?v.
i ^ ■ 1equation (10.3) gives X as an exact function of the ^  X"
The entries of weight matrix (P) vary according to whether 
X is expressed interms of y or X . For example, if (p)
£r tr
is taken as then the best fit will be on an absolute
basis in the frequencies
^  L ^ \ / X b 2 = Z<8V 2 = minimumP ' P' *P'
p 2
On the other hand, if (p) is taken as a / )» the best fit
will be an a percentage basis in the frequencies
i.e. ^  (srp / rp)2 = minimum
. ’ P ' P' 
p
To minimize X with repect to adjustment in the force
constant, X must be expressed in terms o f . f A by relating 
i i
A  ZX ^ an(^  'substitute in equation (8.1).
i iThe relation between A  X and A  f must be expressed
through a Taylor expansion.
A  *1 = Z / 6fm) A  + 2 T  V(s2xJ / «J A ft
L ~  L ~  e  El m
where *  m '
SX1 / Sfi is the value of the partial derivatives of p m
(X^) with respect to (f ) at the point (X* , f*) p m ^ p m
If only the first term of Taylor series of equation (11.3) is 
considered
i.e. A  = (S*-J / 8*1) A  *1  ....(12.3)
i iThen, ^ are linearly related to the f .
In matrix form equation (12.3) takes the form
( A  ** ) = ( J1 ) X ( A  f1 )   ..(13.3)
A  v A  *
i
1
sx1 sxr rx1
equation (13*3) is valid for the special case where r=s
i iJ is a Jacobian matrix with elements J _ = §X . / Sf .pm pi mi
If the corrections A  * are very small ( which is not happening
always in practice ), equation (12.3) will be a good
approximation.
By substituting equation (12.3) in (10.3) we get 
X* = P (X°-Xi)+2(?l°-Xi)t PJ ( A  f1) +
+ ( A  * * ) *  J  p  J 1  ( A  f 1 )  . . . . . 0 4 . 3 )
Where
i stis the 1 order approximation .
i iThe value of ( t ) which makes Xj a minimum may be found
by setting 8X* / S( A  f1 ) = 0
Application of (15*3) in (14.3) gives
(15.3)
or
( x 0 - * 1 ) *  P J *  -  (  A  f i )  j t  P  J  =  0  
J *  P  J  (  A  ** ) * J 1  P A  *
.(16.3)
.(17.3)
J J
j ~ “  — - T| -------------
\
A f
=
j * A
I p
p
I
j
m mam ii.'wJ
1
Y  '
sxr rxr 3X1 S' Ji.V' rin'
J6 p J
0X8
a* p A  *
5X1 JX1
-1
i
A  f
—  —
t I 
j pj j J* p A *
____j
«dt«|
« ® e  o (18.3)
Then A *  determined from (18*3) are used to form a new set 
of forse constants.
P (new) = P (old) + P (19.3)
Workers in this field often differ in the way of obtaining the 
first derivative in the Taylor series , i.e. the elements of the 
Jacobi matrix (J)
3*3 Methods of obtaining the Jacobi element
There are two methods for determining the first derivatives 
in the Taylor series9 i.e. The Jacobian elements
1- Man, Shimanuchi, Meal and Pano(5) calculated their 
Jacobian by making a successive variation of each force constant 
in turn, followed by repeated calculation of the frequencies.
Man et al, only determined the (j) matrix once, at the start, 
which is unsatisfactory(6). They assumed that the variation of 
the roots with force constant is linear over the small range 
chosen, but this need not necessarily(6) be so , also the complete
secular equation has to be solved (r) times to obtain the 
complete set of first-order differential coefficients for one 
set of values of the force constants and it may well be necessary 
to repeat this procedure at each stage of refinement(7).
2- Overend and Scherer(8) first used a method described 
by Wilson* Decius and Cross(2), and I#£jI»Mllls(9)» It is an 
analytical method, and based upon perturbation theory0 
It dispences with the necessity for repeated solution of the 
secular equation, which makes it advantageous0 And we adopt 
it in our present work# This method gives the Jacobi elements 
in terms of the transformation L vector, which is the latent 
vector of the secular equation ( OP - EX ) = 0 
In our work it is the latent vector Y of the secular equation 
( D^PD - EX ) = 0, multiplied by the D matrix i.e. L=DY 
The L vectors are normalized so that
L L* = G ................... (20.3)
and
I* F L° = -/\.  (21.3)
Noxv, if v/e let F be adjusted by ^  F, producing small changes 
Z^ ^  * Zii ^2 p X^ •••••••etc., in the roots and if \vc
define the quantity H as
H a L“1 (G A  P) L     (22.3)
Using equation (20.3), equation (22.3) becomes
H = i‘ A n   (23.3)
The secular determinant for the pQrturbed problem has the form(l)
^  - X + HV1 H12 H13
H21 Xg - X + H22 ^23
* o o « o
ooo.o
H31 H32
o X + H
33
« « . « o .....
— 0 q o ( 2^  . o )
The first order approximation solution to this would give the
+ Vi
t ' roots as
H  = H  + Htt (25.3)
substituting equation (23.3) in (25.3) we get
K  = +/ 1« 1« A  Pi»
r tt tt tt
tt
° fn tt tt tt 
tt
or
..... .(26.3)
••.••••(27.3)
equation (27.3) defines a Jacotian, J. Where the elements are 
changes in X produced by changes in the elements of the F
« *t
matrix. In other words if t / t
and
SX+ / SF,„ = 21, 1„
tt tt tt
SXj. / SF ,i = 1, 1§
* tt tt tt
 ..........(28.3)
... .. .....0(29.3)
vtt tt t
* it
where, i and t denote row and column numbers in F, and 1, is
th ^the entry in the t row of L^.
i.e. the entries in the Jacobian matrix are given by equation
(28.3) for derivatives associated with off diagonal entries in F
( t ^ t ) and equation (29.3) for derivatives assosiated with
e 11
diagonal entries in F ( $ ? t ) .
Thus, from equation (27.3) above, one row of. (J) is given 
by combinations of 1^. elements, where 1^ is the unperturbed
latent vectors corresponding to the t ^  root®
The complete Jacobian is constructed by taking combinations of 
elements of all the 1 vectors„
The number of columns of the (j) matrix will be the number 
of force constants* i.e. The number of diagonal elements of the 
F matrix in the case of simple valence force field, and the 
number of diagonal elements pjus the upper offdiagonal elements 
of the F matrix in the case of a modified simple valence force 
field i.e. ( S.V.F.F. with interaction force constants )♦
The number of rows ./ill be the number of roots of the secular 
equation, i.e. If we have 3 roots ( X^  9 Xg 9 X^ 9 X^ , X^ ) 
and say U force constants ( F ^  , F^^ , Fg^ an& ) * the (j) 
matrix will be §xj|
SV, / SF^ / SF22 SX1 / SF23 / SF^
SX2 / SF^
J =
SX^ / SF^ 8X^ / SF^^
From equation (27.3) the elements of the Jacobi which are 
the partial derivatives of each X with respect to all force 
constants can be constructed by using equation (28.3) for the 
offdiagonal elements and equation (29.3) for the on diagonal el 
elements • For example:
Sh  / SP23 ” 21-12 1-13
■>- ■ j i
SA1 / SP33 = 113 113
3\ 3l
Prom what is mentioned before, the theory shows that it 
should be possible to calculate changes to be made to a set 
of force constants to produce a least square best fit for the 
frequency data available. The actual definition of the best 
fit obtained will depend upon the choice used for the weights 
in the diagonal matrix (p). For example, if (P) is taken 
as <1A obs), the best fit will be on an absolute basis in the 
frequencies, 
i.e. Z (  )2 sb Z (5Yi)2 = minimum
i
on the other hand, if (p) is taken as (
will be on a percentage basis in Y 
i.e. Z ( SYi / )2 = minimum
Two main assumptions are assumed to apply to the simple 
least squares adjustments theory to the calculation of force 
constants.
1- The least squares method is reasonable for use in the 
case of the force field problems.
t o  t o
2- The relationship between the and the P is 
linear. Now, if the relationship were truly linear* the best 
fit values of P would be obtained by one single step modi** 
fication, using the least squares method. In practice, however, 
the relationship is only nearly linear over small ranges of
SA and SP values. This means that though v/e minimize the 
measure of the best fit
x1- 1 = Z Pp - x£)2
at each step in the method, the new roots calculated from the 
new P values will not be those expected from the linear 
approximation. This is, in effect, saying that (J) will
change, with any change in the initial F values* We can not 
expect therefore to obtain the best force constants immediately 
by one application of the method. By repeating the process, 
starting with the revised force constants and a new set of . 
predicted optimum SF values obtained. This of course must 
involve a compleate redetermination of the elements of the (J)
* o
matrix© By this iteration proces, predicted 8F ° will tend 
to become very small, and at a suitable point the process may 
be broken off when a satisfactory degree of convergence has 
been obtained. Man, Shimanuchi, Meal and Fano(5) did not 
determine the (j) matrix at every step in the process; in­
stead they used the initial (J) matrix throughout the itira- 
tion. As the necessity of carrying out iteration is due to 
the change of (j) elements with changes in F values, this 
seems unresonable, except as an expedient, (j) must be re­
determined at every stage in the calculation.
3.U Justification of the use of the least squares method
In the case of molecular vibrations, the uncertainties 
are of different kinds. Ifixperemental errors in measuring the 
frequencies (normally of the order of a few wave numbers) can 
be discounted when compared with other more problematic causes 
of uncertainity. The simple theory of vibrations assumes that 
all forces acting are expressed in a pure quadratic potential 
function in the co-ordinates used. This is certainly not 
true(2) and the potential function needs to be modified to 
include higher terms in the co-ordinates* If these terms twere 
known, it would be possible to calculate the so called mechan­
ical frequencies of vibration (zero-ordcr frequencies), which 
arc the frequencies tyhich the molecule would exhibit if the 
anharmonic terms in the potential energy expression were all 
zeros, i.e. (corresponding to truly harmonic vibrations)© 
in practice this is rarely possible, and so it is necessary 
to allow a slackness in the frequency values in theoretical 
calculations. This slackness is worse if spectroscopic obser­
vations are made in the liquid state, as intermolecular forces 
become significant and influence the vibrational frequencies 
observed. The interaction effect causes the zero order 
frequency to differ from the observed by up to several per 
cents* It is difficult to say if such deviations can be 
considered to belong to a normal distribution(lO).
If this were the only source of difficulty in the problem, 
it might be possible to make a best fit on a percentage basis 
in the frequencies, and then assume that the frequencies 
predicted on convergence etre likely to be close to the zero- 
order frequencies*
Another difficulty is that force field is 6nly approximate, 
and so it is not possible to assign any real significance to 
tho calculated frequencies. These difficulties make the use 
of the method of least squares hard to justify on strictly 
statistical grounds, such as applying formulae giving standard 
errors in the force constants(10).
Apart from this there are big advantages in the least 
squares method. All that we require is that the frequencies 
calculated be close to the observed values, provided we allow 
and accept a tolerance of several per cent in the values.
It is unlikely that the true zero order frequencies are more 
than 5% away from the observed values in most cases. Within 
about that limit, however, we must be prepared to accept all 
frequency sets as equally possible. The method of least 
squares will tend to decrease large percentage discrepancies 
at the expence of small ones, which is very satisfactory, as 
a series of frequencies differing from the observed by a 
uniform 3% is, from what, we have said, to be preffered to a 
set where a succession of exact frequencies is coupled with 
one which is, say 15$. out . The general justification of 
the use of the least squares method depends upon thi3 
c one iderat i on.
Another big advantage is the practical point that the 
method is very convenient for a computer to handle; as only 
straightforward matrix manipulation arc involved.
3<>5* The problem of uncertainty in the calculated force constants
One of the big problems in force constants calculation* 
is to know how well the selected force constants are determined
by the frequencies they are used to fit®
The dependance of frequencies on force constants is a 
complex function and no direct analysis of the inverse dependance 
of force constants on changes in the frequencies can be made*
In using the least squares method, wo assume a linear relationship,
and linear equations are set up and solved accordingly, we write 
the equation in matrix form as
A  x = J A  ?
or
A  S’ = J"1 A  *•  (13.3)
and solve them according to the assumption of least squares 
i.e. A  ® = ( J* P J )’1 I^P A K ............ (18.3)
Nov/, applying the statistical theory of linear equations which 
assumes that deviation of observed values from the calculated 
(mean) set, are normally distributed, and using the formula 
which gives standard deviation of force constants, corresponding 
to any (best) fit set of frequencies*
? k  = ( J* P J )J“£ Pj 8*| / (s-r)  ....(30.3)
4*t\
where, represents the standard deviation in the k force 
constant*
t —1( J P J )j^ . refers to the approximate diagonal term of
the inverse normal matrix*
2
gives the sum of weighted squares of residual 
errors in the A values.
and ( s ~ r ) gives the differences between the number of 
frequencies and the number of force constants®
The above formula (30o3) in significant when:
1« The uncertainties in the data arc normally distributed 
(which is abscure).
2~ The relationship between X and F is linear 
over the range given by (which is likely to be inaccurate
in practice)*
3- The value of (s-r) is significantly large (which is 
very small in the case of ^2^2 us*nS S.V.F.F* and zero 
when we introduce two more interaction force constants)*
Expression (30*3) states that the standard deviation in 
f^ would be very small if all the A  tend to zero* This
means that a fortuitous good fit by a bad force field would be 
credited with more accuracy than a moderate fit obtained from 
a good field.
values were not obtained in our work since (s-r) is either 
zero or two which is very small.
We said before that the statistical formula is significant 
when the relationship between A  X and A  F is linear over 
the range given by . which is likely to be inaccurate, in 
practice. Non linearity is one of the mathematical difficultie 
which faced most of the workers in this field. If the initial 
F matrix is a bad guess, then, the errors ^  X  = J F
(equation 13*3) and A  F will contain some large elements, 
and the linear approximation represented by equation (13.3) 
may then be seriously in error. This may also happen if, for 
any reason some elements of (j) are very sensitive to changes 
in the force constants. This will result in oscillations, and
other irregularities in the calculation; for linear approximation 
to hold true(10)
(r^)k = ( .«•••••••••••(31 *3)
where
(r^)^ is the residual (J8F - ^  X) in the k *^1 cycle 
and ( A  h W i  is the error in the next (k+1) cycle*
Non linearity may he overcome hy scaling the changes in 
force constants before forming the new set of force constants 
according to the equation,
F (new) = F  (old) + ^  P
SINGULARITY is another major mathematical difficulty, it 
can he disscused hy the analytical theory of linear equations,
4*
which consentrates on the normal matrix (J PJ), A very simple 
guide to the uncertainties in the forcd constants set is given 
hy the determinant of the normal matrix(l 1,12), If (J PJ), is 
singular, ( i,e, the value of its determinants = 0  ), it must 
mean that there is a set (or sets) of force constants which
4*
can he varied without effecting the vector J P/\X (of equation 
18.3), and thus, hy implication, the least squares hest fit. of 
frequencies.
The effect of a small determinant t/ould he to show that, 
although there now exist a unique solution of the normal 
equations, a small changes in the A  X vector will result in 
a correspondingly large change in the F vector solved from 
it. Thus, there v/ould appear to he a close correlation between 
the determinant of the normal matrix, and the uncertainty of 
the corresponding set of calculated force constants(l1)•
*
When the matrix (J PJ) is nearly singular, large rounding
errors may occur in taking its inverse in equation (18.3)> cousing 
correponding errors in the calculated corrections 8F« This implies 
that the original equation J 8F = 8X is3 ill conditioned, and 
physically it means, in general, that the original data do not 
suffice to fix the force field ( even though they may he more 
numerous than the unknown force constants)(10). The degree of 
singularity can vary with the chobe of intial F matrix.
Singularity can he detected as follows:
The matrix is close to being singular, if the product of 
its diagonal elements is much higher than the value of its 
determinant.
The matrix is non singular if the two values are of similar 
magnitude.
3.6 Connection of convergence with the normal matrix
When the value of the normal matrix determinant is very small 
the calculated 8F values are very sensitive to 8X values, and 
this is liable to cause large elements to occur in the 8F 
vector (10,11). The least squares method is only satisfactory 
for small changes in F^ values, due to the linear approximation 
inherent in it. It is probable therefore that oscillations would 
occur in cases of this kind.
M.J.Bruton(l 1) considered a normal matrix of order (n) 
i.e. there are (n) force constants and rank (r),
4-
r less than n when Det (j PJ) = 0
and solving the normal matrix for latent roots and latent vectors, 
(n-r) of the latent roots 0 will be zero
So (j S j ) Vk = 0 ..... ............(32.3)
where, is a vector corresponds to a zero rootr 6^9 
Therefore, changes in force constants made in the ratio defined 
by the vecor Vik ( i=1,2,3»••-•*n )of any amplitude will have 
no effect on the least squares fit of the problem, provided the 
equation, SX = J ( f 9 are true over the range of P values 
considered. The force constants are thus completely indeter­
minant.
Now, if P is not singular, then(H)
+
rank of J PJ = rank of J
Thus there will exist a vector, of §p values which will
have no effect on the S X values i.e. JV = 0r
The vector (of equation 32.3) has no effect on either the
least square best fit values, or on the individual roots them
selves, when considered as a set of changes ini P values for
singular cases. The value of the determinant is small because
either a series of are small or one value is very small.
Now from (J^PJ) V. = 0. V.• ' l i l
if we consider a vector of changes SP, corresponding in ratios 
of elements to a vector V. above, thefi the value of 0. willl ’ l
have a very big effect on the values of J^P A  X = 0.V.l l
Thus, if 0^ is very small, a large change in the SP 
vector * corresponding to the vector V\ v/ill only produce a 
very small change in the elements of the J^PS X vector, leading 
to a small change in the least squares best frequency fit. So, 
analysis of latent roots and latent vectors of the normal matrix 
is a useful tool in the ivestigation of the problem of un­
certainty in calculated force constant sets. Information is 
obtained from the relative values of the elements of latent
vectors, about w h i c h  force constants are well determined and 
which are badly determined. The well determined ones will be 
dominant in vectors corresponding to large latent roots, and 
badly determined ones will be dominant in vectors corresponding 
to small latent roots.
3.7 Methods for obtaining good convergence
The basic process for obtaining force constant values by 
machine, often leads to instability in the convergence cycle.
The instability is due to the-fact that the invalidity of the 
assumption that the relationship between roots and force cons­
tants is linear, except for small changes made to the force 
constants. The aim being to produce an optimum rate of conver­
gence. Various techniques were used which can be summrized as
1- Scaling
The simplest technique is to scale all calculated 
changes in force constant 8F!s by a factor less than one(6,10) 
except when convergence is nearly reached, or to cause the 
computer to examine the size of calculated SF values. If the 
largest element fell below on arbitrarily chosen level, the 
scaling is left to unity and the calculated 8F value is to 
be used. If the largest is above this level, one can use a 
scaling of say For very large SF values, above another 
arbitrary level, another smaller scaling factor may be used.
The levels and the factor is to be adjusted of course by 
experience.
2- Scaling weak components of SF
It is a selective method used independently "by Bruton(1l) 
Nemes(l6) and Mills(lO), Which is "based on the location of the 
weak vector, changing or removing some of the elements along it. 
The procedure is as follows(H).
a- Analysing the normal matrix (J PJ), derived in each 
cycle, so as to obtain its latent roots 0^ and latent vectors
\  •
b- Transforming the force constant changes vector SF by 
using the orthogonal matrix (V) of the latent roots in to a new 
vector a defined by
a = V* SF  (33.3)
where elements of the vector a referes to amplitudes of the 
force constant changes, directed along the vector •
c- In this stage we are in a situation that we can 
single out a (weak) componant(11) of SF or (dispersion) 
values(l2) and either to subject it to selective scaling or 
indeed to supress it completely and to end with a new modified
i
vector a
T !
d- Transforming back & to obtain a new modified SF
vector which can be used in the ordinary way in place of SF
SF = V d ................... (34.3)
3- Modification of normal matrix
Levenberg(l3) and MarqurdtOlj.) showed how the mathe­
matical difficulties mentioned before (specialy non linarity 
and singularity) can be removed, in hi.s formulation which has 
been termed as the method of damped least squares
( A j  + ) SF = jS> S X     (35.3)
where mm/ \ ^ m more than zero is the damping facotr 
and E is a unit matrix
It is important to choose the magnitude of the damping 
factor such that it will not slow down the convergence
of the process appreciably and, on the other hand, that it will 
make the convergence smooth(l5) •
The damping factor _ A _  shbuld depend on two quantities:
1- The measure of fit X = P (Xca'L - X°^S)^
P P P
2- The relative magnitude of the determinant of the normal 
matrix D with respect to the square of the machine precision(e) 
Thus
V A  = o( X.HV (e/D) )  (36.3)
where .
D = the value of the determinant (J PJ)
and C = is a constant of proportionality (0 to 1)
Adam and Churchill(17) wrote equation (35.3) as
SF = -/\_1 ( + _ A _  E r 1   ((37.3)
where _/\_.j a scaling factor by which all the adjustment
are multiplied (i.e. method one.) and they used it in the first 
few iterations when overshooting is most likely to occur.
_A_ should be as small as possible provided tht X (the 
measure of fit) decreases for that iteration
Workers in this field gave some sugestion for the calculation 
of ( A)  (15, 17, 18). We foud that the following procedure is 
useful and simple for the determination of _ A _
1- Finding the value of the determinant of the normal 
matrix.
2- Diagonalizing the normal mat-rix to extract its roots.
3- obtaining the ratio of the determinant and the product
of the diagonal elements to test for the singular ity(10)
i.e. If the ratio is nearly zero, the normal matrix is nearly
singular.
Ij.- Using a damping factor _ A .  more- than zero and less 
than one, first by gassing. If the roots are very small one can 
increase . A .  •
5- Part of the program is to decrease the value of -A- 
by 0.05, if the chosen mm/ \ mm is nearly one or to increase it by 
the same amount if _/\». is nearly zero .
i.e. to decrease or increase A .  by 0.1 for each two cycles, 
v/hich will help in determining the minimum value to be between 
two approximate values.
6- Repeating (5) between these two values by decreasing 
or increasing A _  by 0.01 to get the minimum value of A .  
which helps both in improving the condition of the normal 
matrix (i.e. removing singularity and—men— l-inearity) and does 
not slow the convergence very much.
The damping least square method(l3, 1U) is the more 
powerful and active one in obtaining smooth convergence.
Ordinary scaling and selective scaling will be of no help if 
the normal matrix is very nearly singular .
Singularity is one of the causes of non linearity in the
calculation of A F  • So removing near singularity by improving 
the condition of the normal matrix will ensure the linearity 
of the calculation. Scaling may remove the non liearity in 
certain cases when the normal matrix is not very nearly singular, 
but it does not affect the problem of singularity Y/hen the value
of the determinant is nearly zero.
CHAPTER POUR 
EVALUATION OP THE MATRICIES
The geometry of the trans-centrosymmetri© hyponitrite ion 
"belonging to the point group was taken to "be the same as
that assumed "by Rauch (see reference 3 chapter 5),
D(NO) = 1.36 A0, R(NN) = 1.2 A0 and ^ (ONN angle)c //T
The internal co-ordinates were taken as the displacement in
R, I) and a .
The B matrix
-z
+z
+x
x
A = 180 - a 
Sin A = Sin a 
Cos A = - Cos a
B Matrix Elements For Hyponitrite Ion
Where,
P = CA / D 
Q = SA / D 
V = 1 / R
T = P=1/ D 
CA = Cos a 
S$ = Sin a
From equation (2*10) we have
e21 = - e^2 = -(Sin a)x + (Cos a)z^
e32 " ~ e23 ~ +Z
e ^  = -  e ^  = + (s in  a)x - (Cos a)z
For bond stretching ^
S2 = -  ©21 = + ( Sin a )X2 ~ ( Cos a ) z2
51 = - e12 = -(Sin a)x1 + (Cos a)z>j
For double bond stretching A
52 = "e23 = +Z2
s3 = "e32 = -z3
For hound stretching /\
S, = -©*» = -(Sin cl)x _ + (Cos a)z_
j 34- 3 3
S^ = -e^^ = + (Sin cl)x^ - (Cos a,)z^
Bond hending 8 N^Ng-O^
From equations (2.16), (2.17),(2.18), v/e have
ST = Cos A e - e0. / r0-, Sin A = - Cos a e_,- en. / R Sin a
3 32 21 23 23 21 '
S^ = (1/R)x
S^  = Cos A - e ^  / r2  ^ Sin A = - Cos a e^- e ^  / D sin a
S^  = (Cos a / D)x^ + (Sin a / D)z^
&2 = - s3 “ S1
S2 = - (Cos cl / D + 1 / R)x2 - (Sin a / D)z2
Bond hending 8 N«=N,-0.
 ^ 3 q
s2 Cos A e32 " e3k ^ r 32 Sin A  = " Cos a e32 " e3i. /  R sin a
S2 = - (1/R)Xg
= Cos A - e^2 / r ^  Sin A = - Cos a - e^2 / D Sin a
%  = - (c os a / D)xu - (Sin a / D)z^
g = (1/H + Cos a/D)x^ + (Sin a/D)z^
2.1+ The U' matrix
It is found that the ^202 molecule "belongs to the point 
group Number of vibrations belongs to the different
species can be found by using the method given by Hetzberg(2) 
which is as follows
Species of vibration Number of vibration
m is the number of sets of equivalent nuclei not on 
any element of symmetry, 
mQ is the number of nuclei lying on all symmetry 
elements present. 
m2 is the number of sets of nuclei on a two-fold 
axes but not at the point of intersection with 
another elements of symmetry.
3m + 2mh + - 1
3m + m^ + m2 + mQ - 1
3m + m^ + 2m2 - 2
3m + 2m, + 2m n 4- 2m - 2 h 2 o
Au
where
is the number of sets of nuclei on a plane
but not on the axes perpendicular to this plane.
In the No0o molecule m, m and m0 are zeros, m, = 2 2 2 9 o 2 h
Therefore the number of vibrations belonging to
A = 0 + i+ + 0 - 1 = 3
g
Au = 0  + 2 + 0 +  0 - 1  =1
B„ = 0 + 2 + 0 -  2 = 0
g
B = 0  + i4. + 0 +  0 -  2 = 2
i.e. There are three vibrations of the type (A ), two vibrations
g
of the type (B^) and only one vibration for the type (A^).
Since a nonlinear molecule containing N atoms has 3N-6 
vibrational degree of freedom, 3N-6 co-ordinates are . 
necessary to describe the vibrations of the molecule. To 
attain the simplification made possible by the use of group 
theory, it is necessary that these 3N-6 co-ordinates be 
symmetry co-ordinates which are lineor combinations of the 
internal co-ordinates. The internal co-ordinates are the 
changes in bond distances and the changes in interbond angles.
It is convenient to construct the symmetry co-ordinates from 
equivalent internal co-ordinates only. Moreaver, the choice 
of linear combinations is not arbitrary but must be made in 
such away that the symmetry co-ordinate transforms according 
to the characters for the vibration type concerned. Also, 
the symmetry co-ordinates must be normalized and orthogonal.
For the molecule, 3 ( k ) - 6, or six, symmetry co­
ordinate stare required#
D2
N, R al /
^ —A?
TT
°i
N
°4
The internal co-ordinates as shown in the figure are
A  D-i» A  R and A  Do> the changes in the hond distances
f'
9 R and D2, they are of the form / and
/
Zl > Zi a2 an<^  ZA Y* the changes in interhond angles 
and a2, ( ZA Y is the change in the out of plane angle y ) 
Y is the angle "between the two planes 1 2  3 and 2 3 4
Since there are three A„ vibrations, tv/o B vibrations and
g  J u
one vibration, a suitable set of symmetry co-ordinates 
would be. For the A vibrations
A
^  = (1 / 22)<A D1 + 0  / 2*)A D2 ..........................( 1  .4)
02 = A r.........................................(2.4)
$3 = ( 1 /  2*)A ^  + (f / 2^)A a2  ..... (3.4)
For the vibrations
= (1 / 2*)A D1 * (1 / 2*)A D2 ...........(4.4)
05 = (1 / 2*)A a1 - (1 / 2^)A a -2   (5<i^
And for A^ vibration
^  = A  Y   (6.U)
These are of the form
= Z k U3k rk  (7.4 )
"bllwhere £>. is the 3 symmetry co-ordinate (3 = 1, 2, 3> .-3N-6) 
J
is the coefficient of the k *^1 internal coordinates r^ 
The summation is taken over all of the equivalent internal 
co-ordinates.
Equation (7) can he written more concisely in the matrix notation 
as
S = U r  ........ (8.4)
4“ Vi
The condition for normalization of the 3 symmetry 
co-ordinate is that
A c ( V 2=1 ••.......<9-*>
and , $2, 3^ and 3g are all normalized.
For the symmetry co-ordinates to he orthogonal it is necessory 
that
= 0  (10-1°
where
3 and 1 refer to two different symmetry co-ordinates.
Thus for and 32> one has
1 1
(1/22) (0) + (1/22) (0) + (0) (1) = 0
Similarly for 3-j and one has
(1/2*) 0 /2*) + (1/2*) (-1/2*) + (0) (0) = 0 
and for and 3y  one has
(0) (1/2*) + (0) (-1/2*) + (1) (0) = 0 
and so an for 3  ^and 3-j a^d 3^5 32 and 32
and 0^, 3 3 and 3^, 3^ an(3- 3^ and 3^ and 3^
Hence 3^> 32> 3^ and 3  ^are orthogonal.
It remains to he shown that the symmetry co-ordinates 
transform properly. For this purpose it is necessary to 
refer to the tahle of characters of the point group of the 
molecule,
The characters of the point group °2h are given
in the table
below
CM
o
E C2 1 Non-genuine vibrations
Ag
1 1 1 1 Rz
Bg
1 -1 1 -1 Rx’ Ry
Au 1 1 -1 -1 Tz
Bu 1 -1 -1 1 Tx * Ty
If the covering operations of the group are applied to the 
internal co-ordinates (Fig.1), one finds that the internal 
co-ordinates are transformed as shown in the table below
°2h E C2 i
A A  D1 A  D2 A  d2 A  D.
A  R A  R A  R A  R A  R
A A  “•1 A  °-2 A  2 A
A  D2 A  d2 A A A  D2
A  a2 A  a2 A  a.1 A  ai A  a 2
A  Y A  r A  Y - A  Y - A  Y
Since only nondegenerate frequencies are involved, the 
result of applying a covering operation to a symmetry co­
ordinate will be a transformation of the co-ordinate in to 
itself or its negative, as indicated by the character table
If we consider the symmetry co-ordinate jS}^ , when the 
identity operation E is performed, each internal•co-ordinate 
is transformed into itself (see the above table).
Hence one may write
(e) $1 = (1/2*) A  »i + (1/2*) A  d2 = (+1) ^
However, when the operation is performed, A*. is
transformed into A, and A  is transformed into A  > 
Hence one must write
(c2) ^  = (1/2*) A  d2 + (1/A  A V  (+1) 0.,
which is obtained by replacing A  *>y A  D2S and ^  ^ 2 
by A  in equation(l .1*) .
In a similar manner, ane may write
(i) 01 = 0/2*) A » 2 + (1/2*) A ® ,  = (+D 0V
and
(vh)01 = (1/2*) A  »-, + 0/2*) A  D2 = (+l) 1^
Thus for the operations E, G^, i and V^, one gets
+1, +1, +1, +1, as the characters for the transformation;
and a comparisom of these with the characters of the type A
O
vibration, indicates that 0  ^ transforms according to the 
characters for the type vibration. Similarly for S2 and S^
For S^
(E) $k = 1/2* (A V  A  d2) = (+1) .
(C2)f^  = 1/2* (A d2- A V  = (-1) fV
(i) = 1/2* (A D2- A  op = (-1)
(vh)fJu = 1/2* (A V  A  D2) = (+1) ^
And for 0^
(E) 0g = A  Y = (+1 ) 06
(c2)06 = A  y = (+1) 06
(i) 06 = - A y = (-1) 06
(vh)06 = -Ay = (-1) 06
Comparison of the above with the character table indicates 
that 0^, 02 and 0^  transforms according to the characters for 
the type Ag vibration, 0^ and 0^ transforms according to the 
character for the type and 0g transforms according to the
character for the type Au vibration. Hence 0>j 9 $2’ ^ 3* ^5
and 0^  satisfy all the requirments for the symmetry co-ordinates 
mentioned before.
The G matrix
When non degenerate vibration are present, the kinetic 
energy matrix(l) can he obtained from equation simillar to
G
where
= 1  
Di :
» » O C * O « C 0 O C « O € > Q ..(11.4)
j and 1 refer to the symmetry co-ordinates used in 
determining the S vector,, 
p refers to a set of equivalent atoms,
11^  is the reciprocal of the mass of the typical
atom (t).
thgp is the number of equivalent atoms in the p set,
( the two 0 and N atoms is forms an equivalent
set).
The summation extends over all the sets of equivalent atoms 
in the molecule.
The equation of the S vector is
where
(12.4)
kt is a vector expressed in turms of unit vectors
directed along the chemical bond,
.this the coefficient of the k internal co­
ordinate rk'
*3 55 ic V  rk
where is the j symmetry co-ordinate (j = 1,2,3,.... ,3N-6) 
J
tt"tt!
kt
'kt
Prom the above diagram, if e -^^ i is a unit vector directed 
along the 'bond from atom (t) to atom (tf), and if rfc is the 
change in length of this bond from its equilibr-ium value.
Then, Skt = - e^, ........ .(13.U)
and Skt, = + ett, ......... (1^ .1+)
But, if r^ is the change in the interbond angle a
then, Skt, = Cos a ett, - / df Sin a .........(15* k )
Skt" = Gos a ett,r ~ ett* / d" Sin a . (16.4)
and for the apex atom
Skt = ( O/& -Cos a/d Je^*+(l/d -Cos a/d Je^O/Sin a . ..(17J+)
applying the above equations to molecule we get:
for bond stretching co-ordinate the vectors are
SD1 N2 = ®12 
SD1 01 =
SR N2 = e32 
SR N3 = ®23 
SD2 N3 = % 3
SB2 O k  = e 3 k
for bond bending co-ordinates ther S, . vectors arekt
Sa1 01 = Cos a1 e21-e23 /  D 1 Sin a1
Sa1 M3 = Cos a1 e23_e21 / R Sln a1
Sa2 04 = °os a2 e 3 k ~ e 3 2  /  B2 Sin a2
Sa2 N2 = °os a2 e32“’63i; / R Sin a2
Sa1 N2 (V^-Cos a1/R)e23+^ / R'“Cos )e2  ^ )/Sin a1
Sa2 =( (l/Pg—Cos a2/R)e^2+( 1/R-Cos a2/D2)e^^ )/Sin a2
The U v a l u e s  
  -   ttfL. -.
In order to get the S. vectors from equation (12,4),
J
one must first find the U v a l u e s .
Prom equations (i+d) to it is seen that they are
f1 D1U, t\4 = 1/2®
01 D2 = 1/2' 
°2 E = 1 ^
U3 a1 = 1/2J 
U3 a2 =
Uu D1 = 1/2^
\  D2 = "1/ f  
U5 a1 = 1/21
1_
U = -1/22 5 a2
The vectors for the atom (0^)
Applying equation (12.U) we get
o1
S1 = U1 D1 SD1 01 + U1 R SR o1 * U1 a1 Sa1 o1 + U1 D2 So2 o1
+ U. o S „1 a2 a2 o1
= 1/22 , e21 + 0,(0) + 0(Cos a1 e^  - e  /  Sin a1)
±
+ i/22 (0) + 0(0)
1
or B°1 = e21 / 22
= zero'2
ni i-
= 1/22 (Cos a e21 - e ^  / D Sin a) 
<  = e2/ 2"
S^ = 1/22 (Cos a e21 - e ^  D Sin a)
Simi. larly the S^ vectors for Np atom are
N2
S1 = U1 D1 SD1 M2 + 1R SR N2 + U1 a1 Sa1 M2 + D1 D2 SD2 N2
+ U1 a2 Sa2 M2
Sf  = U1 D1 SD1 M2 + ° + ° + ° + °
or SR2 = e12 / 22
oN2
2 e32
S02 = 1/2 ( (1/D - Cos a/R)e + (1/R - Cos a/D)e21 )
1
/ Sin a + 1/22; (Cos a e^2 ~ / R Sin a)
TJO
S
,N2
i 2 = ei2 / si
S02 = 1/22 ( (1/D - Cos a/R)e2, + (1/R - Cos a/D)e21 )
1
/ Sin a - 1/22 (Cos a e,n - e„ / R Sin a)
3m-
The G matrix elements
The G matrix for the type A vibrations will contain
S
only nine elements G11, G^, Gg1 ^ Gg2, Q  9 Qt , Q  ,
and G ^  since only R^  , R^ and R^ belong to the A^ vibrations.
Prom equation (Ij..11) the value of the elements are
Gu  = U0 g(o) s°1 . s°1 + Djjg(N) S02 . S02
= u + IL.o N
Since g(o) = 2, g(N)=2, ett, . ett, =1, ett„ . ett„ =1 
and e^t» . e.^ ,, =Cos a
Similarly G22 = UQ g(o) Sg1 . S°1 + g(N) S02 . Sg2 
= 2UM
<>33 = Uo e(°) S31 • S31 + UN e O O  s32 • s32
= UQ / D2 + U (1/D2 + 1|/R2 - l+Cos a/DR)
G12 = G21 = Uo g(o) S11 * S<2 + UN g(N) S1f2 • S22
= 22 (Cos a)
G13 = °31 = Uo g(o) S1°1 * S31 + °N g(N) B1Z * S32 
= -2Un / R Sin a
G23 = G32 = Uo g(o) S21 • S31 + %  s(N) S22 ‘ S32 
x
= -22 UN (Sin a / D)
The G matrix for the type B vibration will contain only 
four elements anc^  since only R^ and R^ _ belong
to the B vibrations.
Similarly from equation (11.!*) the value of the elements ares
% k  = Uo g(°) 3k ' sk + %  g(N) St2‘ Sf
= Do + UN
G55 = Do g(o) S°1 . S°1 + Dn g(N) S f  . Sf
= 1/D (Uo + V
GU5 = G5U = Uo g(0) Sk • *? + %  S(N) Sf  * Sf
= zero.
The G matrix for the out of plane A^ vibration will contain 
the element' Ggg - only since only Rg belongs to the
vibration. The S^j vectors for the atoms (0^) and (N^) are
S6 = U6 D1 SD1 o1 + U6 R SR o1 + U6 a1 Sa1 o1 + U6 D2 SD2 o1
+ U* o S 0 . +'tL; S ,6 a2 a2 o1 6 y Y o1
Hence
luU The force field used
The expermental data available are restricted to 5 
inplane frequencies, (the sixth out of plane fundamental can 
he calculated spearately).
Hence it is necessary either to choose a simplified 
force field involving fewer than 5 unknown force constants 
or at most equal to 5 or to increase the number of observa­
tions by using isotope substitution frequencies.
The approach which was adopted in this work to the choice 
of force field is based upon the simple valency force field 
with valency interactions.
The valency force field
The most general valency potential function may be 
written in the form
The R!s refer to bond stretch co-ordinates.
The 0's refer to bond bending co-ordinates.
The inner sum refer to all co-ordinates of symmetrically 
equivalent set of internal co-ordinates.
The outer sum represents the combined effect of all the 
different sets of symmetrically equivalent co-ordinates.
Using internal co-ordinate space, the valency force constants 
combine to give i?x5(5+1 )=15 different linear combinations of 
these constants.
where
It is quite clearly impossible to derive values of all these, 
given only 5 frequencies as data, and so drastic simplification 
is necessary. The aim is to select as few parameters as 
possible to obtain a good fit of calculated to observed freqs.
is
As a fundamental basis, the simple valency fieldlconsidered, 
In its most general form, this involves four constants for N202 
F^ , N-N stretching
Fp 0-N stretching
F ONN bendingCL
F out of plane deformation
The two 0-N bond lengths are the same and so - are the 
two ONN angles, and the force constant matrix takes the form
R D a D ’ aT y
R FR FRD FRa FRDf FRaf
D FD FDa FDDt FDaT
a F F F ,a aDT aa'
E ' FD PD-a-
a f Fa
A simple valency field for NgOg was ^our1^  
satisfactory. McGraw(3) gives a result of force field 
calculations using a valency force field interperation, showing 
that the most significant interaction constants are of stretch-
"bend types *
Itfwas decided that the most promising interaction constants
to use for N~0o were those of the type F ^  and Faa and to try 
d  d  K U  d o
also the type FRe and FRR.
There are still many constants of this type - 6f__, 3F-nr)R Q  K K
and IFq q ? an& so simplification is again necessary. The 
simplification adopted for the two choises were as follows: 
a- Using the types FRQ and FQq we assume- ;
1- All terms of type where the 0 is not adjacent to 
the R to he set to zero.
i#e° FDa! 9 FD !a to zero*
2- All terms of type Fj^ were set to zero .
i.e. Fpp, F^, and P , equal to zero.
These assumption leave only the following terms:
FRa and FR^t (interaction of N-N hond and ONN angle)
F~ and F^. . (interaction of 0-N hond and ONN angle)Da Da*
F » ( interaction of ONN angle and ONN angle)aa
Further simplification were now made to reduce the terms to an
absolute minimum by setting
F-, = F-j t a^d F_ = F_, .Ra RaT Da DTa T
So we are left with only two parameters (F-, and F^ ) plusi\CL JJQ#
the three diagonal force constants (Fr , Fr and F )
h- Using the type FRR and FRQ by assuming
1- All interaction force constants are zero except F^,KJJ
FRDT and FDa* PDa!
2“ FRD = FRDt and FDa = FDa!
and left with only (F^ and F_ ) + F-,, F_. and F . The both17 v RD Da7 R J D a
choices were used as the basis for force field calculations of
valency field type carried out by the computer of the molecule
Machine computation of the fundamentals
The computational procedure of the fundamentals is 
divided in to two parts:
1- The formation of the secular matrix,
2- The extraction of the roots and vectors of the secular 
matrix,
1- The formation of the secular matrix
a- Calculation of the D matrix, A matrix of (M~2) 
(RECMAT)^X2n "t3ie num^er atoms in the ,
molecule) is formed from a vector (M) defines the 
atomic masses. Another matrix (B) ( which relates 
the cartesian displacement x to the internal co­
ordinates R) calculated using the molecular dimensions *
it is an nxm matrix, where
n is the number of internal co-ordinates R^  , R^,•wR^
m is the number of cartesian co-ordinates x^, y,j, ,
• • • •
D 5 x 1 2  =  B 5 x 1 2  X  ^®CMATjI 2il 2
b- Calculation of a potential energy matrix from a set 
of input force constants. The initial, trial values 
are read in at the begining of the run. Additional 
data, which defines the force field, are necessary 
to describe the positions accupied and the values ' 
assumed by the force constant in the matrix form.
In our case where the M.S.V.F.F is used, the diagonal force 
constants were read first. Other interaction force constants 
occur only in a few locations. It is only necessary therefore,
to read in pairs of integers to define the row and column 
where any particular force constant is to he placed. Defining 
the position of the force constants is very important since 
these may he changed in the course of the refinement 
calculation .
c- Formation of the matrix A, where
•j
A 1 2 x 1 2  =  D 1 2 x 5  F 5 x 5  D 5 x 1 2
D^ is the transpose of D.
F is the potential energy matrix.
A is the secular equation in cartesian co­
ordinates, hence for N atoms it is the of 
order of 3N. Therefore, there will he six 
zero roots. The non-zero roots are identical 
with those for the secular equation interms 
of internal co-ordinates.
2- The extraction of the roots and vectors of the secular eqs.
The roots and vectors of the matrix (A) are extracted 
using JACOBI procedure and a small program to give the 
frequencies in decending order. 3N-6 non-zero Values of \ 
and 6 zero-roots are obtained; the existence of zero-roots 
constitutes a check both on the matrices and the computer.
As mentioned before, the use of the matrix (a ) precludes 
factoring the secular equation. The symmetry of the mode 
associated with each root can be ascertained from inspection.
The vectors form column of a matrix (Y) which defines 
the transformation between the normal co-ordinates Q and the 
cartesian co-ordinates x
x = Y Q 
They are normalized so that
Y Yt = E
CHAPTER FIVE
REVIEW OF PREVIOUS WORK
1.5 Observations and assignments
The Infrared and Raman spectra of sodium hyponitrite have 
been reported by several investigators (1-5).
These data all show that the NgO”-" ion has 02^ symmetry 
in the solid state and in aquous solution, but there are 
significant discrepancies in the reported frequencies and in 
their assignment as shown in the table
observed species KUHN(1 )
ja air//
Ref.(2)
ft A Me H
Ref.(3)
-— d
fAcGWM 
Refo(4)
j-tliGHFS 
Ref .0
N=N.sym.str.
Ag
1392 1383 1419
N~0.sym.str.
Ag 958
1115 1121
NNO.sym.bend.
Ag 696
N-O.Asym.str. Bu 1035 1020 1031 1025
NNO. Asym .bend. Bu 629 371 365
out of plane Au 492 504 492 485
calculated
N=N,sym.str. A 1430
g
N-O.sym.str. A 1116
UNO.sym.bend. A 4 8 5 6 2 9
§
N~0.Asym.str. Bu 1047
NNO.Asym.bend. B 370* 370
out of plane A^ 491
(*) approximatly calculated.
The Raman active fundamental reported by Millen at 1392 cm
“* 1 •— 1
Kuhn at 1383 cm and Rauch at 1419 cm have a common assignment
as N=N double bond symmetric stretch, also the other Raman active
-1 -1fundamental reported by Millen at 1115 cm and Rauch at 1121 cm
have a common assignment as N-0 symmetric stretch. On the other 
—1hand, the 958 cm Raman fundamental reported by Kuhn and 
assigned as N-0 symmetric stretch is low and did not account 
for any of McG-raw, Millen, Rauch and Hughes observed Infrared 
combination bands. The third Raman active observed by Rauch
A
only at 696 cm was assigned as NNO Asymmetric bend, Millen
-1expected this frequency to be at 485 cm approximetly but this 
now seems to be quite wrong.
One of the three Infrared fundamentals (AU+2B^) reported
_ 1
by Kuhn, Millen, McGraw and Hughes at 1035 cm , 1020 cm ,
-1 - 11031 cm and 1025 cm respectively have a common assignment
as N-0 Asymmetric stretch. The other Infrared active observed
—1
by McGraw of 371 cm and Hughes at 365 cm is assigned as NNO
—1Asymmetric bend as expected by Millen, but the 629 cm reported
by Kuhn and assigned as NNO Asymmetric bend does not belong
to the hyponitrite ion, for its temperature dependence>and its
relative bond intensity do not correlate with the strongest
~1Infrared band at 1031 cm .
-1Millen assigned the observed 504 cm as the fundamental
because it leads to a A  NNO deformation force constant of 1 .1
md/S which is high by comarison with similar force constants.
—1This suggests that NNO Asymmetric falls below 400 cm which 
been .
has not/observed. McGraw was hesitating between 492 cm and
-1370 cm to be the Au fundamental but he prefered the second
for the following reasons:
a- the resulting isotope product rule value in the Au class
becomes^worse. 
b- it did not improve the force constant calculations.
Kuhn.and Hughes observed an Infrared frequency at 1+92 cm
-1and i+85 cm respectively and they assigned it as the out of 
plane Au fundamental.
2.5 Force constant calculation
With four fundamentals (2A +1B.+1A1 ) observed by Milleng U- u
et.al, they calculated a set of force constants by assuming a 
simple valence force field and then estimated approximate values
for the unobserved frequencies and assigned them as NNO symmetric
— 1 — ibend at 1+85 cm , NNO Asymmetric bend at 370 cm *
McG-raw et.al recalculated the force constants by using a 
complete set of fundamentals (three Raman frequencies obtained 
by Rauch + three observed Infrared frequencies). Assuming a 
valence force field with iwo interaction force constants (b£nd 
bend and stretch bend), they were able to reproduce all freq­
uencies with an average error of about 1 per cent, except NNO
—1symmetric bend which was 70 cm less than the observed value*
The geometry and force constants are tabulated
Geometry and Millen et.al McGraw et.al
force constants ref. (2) ref. (3)
Rn_n 1.25 S 1.20 2
DN-0 1.41 2 1.36 2
a 60° 65°
FR
fd
T
6.9 mdyn / & 6.679 mdyn / 2
4.6 mdyn / 2 4.665 mdyn / 2
F 1.0775 mdyn 2/rad2 1.907 mdyn 2/rad2
Cl
F 1.9387 mdyn ^/rad2 0.807 mdyn 2/rad2
Faa 0.499 mdyn 2/rad2
F^ 1.099 mdyn/rad
CHAPTER SIX
THE PROGRAM
1.6 The computer
The computer used in this work was the university of 
Surrey^ I.C.L. 1905F.
It comprises a 65K word core store (one word 28 binary digits),
two exchangeable discs, four 20K/c magnetic tape desks, one 120
column line printer, one card reader, one paper tape reader, 
one card puncher, one paper tape puncher and one 31 inch 
plotter.
The source of language is ALGOL and the compiler is XALE3B. 
The program is held in ALGOL source form on cards, it is 
compiled into machine code and exeuted under the control of 
an operating system, George 2E mark 7. The data for the 
program is also supplied on punch cards, transformed by George 
to the disc and accessed by the programme as required.
•n n • . r>+ 7 6  . 0 “ 7 6Real range is 10 —---- 10
Integer range is 8.3 millions 
Programme size is 18K words
Average time is 3 minutes including compilation.
Average time for each cycle is about 10 seconds
2.6 The program
The programme is built up of a set of procedures(1) 
concerned with matrix handling, and a master section..; which 
calls them.
Thte procedures used are:
1- MXMULT ( A,B,C,M,N,P);
Performs matrix multiplication 
C (1:M , 1 :P) := A (1:M , 1 :N) x B (1 sN , 1:P);
2- JACOBI (A,S,N,RHO);
The eigenvaltAes and eigenvectors of the matrix (a ) of
I*order N, are comuted by the method of Jacobi(2). After 
the excution of the procedure the eigenvalues are 
contained in A(i,i) and the eigenvectors are contained 
in S(i,o). S(i,d) being the ith com&nant of the eigen­
vectors which belong to the eigenvalue J. RHO is the 
precision telerance for the process. '
3~ MXINVERT (A,N,EPS,SINGULAR);
Inverts a matrix (A) of order N itiits own space using the 
Gauss-Jordan method(2) With complete matrix pivoting. EPS 
is a talerance and if the matrix is singular the procedure 
exits to the lable singular in the main programme. Another 
procedure MXPERM is used to complete its function.
4- MXPERM (A,B,J,K,S,D,N,P);
A procedure using Jonsens device(2) which exchanges raws 
or columns of a matrix to achieve a rearrangement specified 
by the permutation vectors S,D(1:N).
Elements of S specify the original saurce locations, while 
elements of J specify the destination locations. Normally 
A and B will be called as subsicripted variables of the
same array. The parameters J,K nominate the subscripts of 
the dimension affected by the permutation. P is Jonsons 
parameter.
5- F3DET2 (A,N) real.
This procedure evaluates an N by N square matrix (A), 
by triangulization. The matrix (A) is destroyed in the 
process.
Our programme may be divided into three parts • The first 
part is used to calculate the roots and vectors of the symmetric
4*
matrix (A) = D FD.
The basic requirements of this part is to start by reading 
details of the molecule we wish to investigate, 
i.e., bond lengths, bond angles, masses, (B) matrix and force 
constants, togather with the details of the (F) matrix. The 
trial of force constant values are stored as a vector.
Additional data, which define the force field and describe the 
positions accupied in the matrix are necessary. Force constants 
appear in the (F) matrix with integer lables. A constant of one 
type occurs only in a few locations. So it is only necessary 
to read in pairs of integers to define the rows and columns 
where any particular force constant is to be placed.
The second part is used to construct a Jacobian (j) and to adjust 
the force constants by, SF, which is calculated by least squares 
method. These adjustments are then applied to the previous set, 
of force constants and the whole cycle repeated until a number 
of cycles have been completed.
The basic requirements of this parb is to read the number 
of cycles together with the observed experimental frequencies.
The third part is used to test the condition of the normal matrix
(J^PJ) and to improve it if it is ill conditioned, that is
near singular. The process is outlined below
First part
1- Reading the bond angles and bond ler^ ths.
2- Reading the (B) matrix. The sum of elements in each
row must be zero i£- the elements are calculated
correctly (see chapter two).
3- Reading the masses and forming a diagonal matrix of 
square roots of reciprocal masses (RECMAT).
4- Forming the (F) matrix by reading the diagonal 
elements first, then the interaction force constants. 
Pairs of integers are used to define the rows and 
columns w h e r e  any particular force constant is to be 
placed.
5- Forming the (D) matrix. (D)=(B)x(RECMAT)
6- Forming the transpose of (D), which is (D ) by inter­
changing rows and columns.
7- Forming the (a ) matrix. (A)=D^FD.
8- Diagonalizing (A) by the Jacobi method to extract
the roots and vectors, i.e., The eigenvalues and 
the associated eigenvectors. For convenience the 
programme converted the eigenvalues ( X values)
calculated or observed directly into y using the
—1 —  relationship y cm = (1698222 x A)2
9- Obtaining the roots in descending order. Each root 
must be connected to its original associated vector.
10- Forming the transformation L vector
L = (D) x Eigenvector
Second part
1- Forming the Jacobi matrix (j) by linear combination 
of the L matrix elements ( see chapter three)*
2- Reading the number of cycles required (MAXISET).
3- Reading the observed frequency in descending order 
and forming a diagonal matrix of these observations
DIAG(I).
1{- Forming the vector of differences between observed 
and calculated frequencies (DIFMAT)
(DIFMAT) = DIAG(I) - AMAT(I,I).
5- Forming a diagonal matrix of weights (PMAT)
PMAT(I,I) := 1 / DIAG(I)2
6- Calculation of the measure of fit (the weighted sum 
of squared deviations) X
n 9
X = PMAT (DIFMAT)
j|—
■j*
7- Forming the transpose of (j) w^hich is (J ) .
8- Calculating the normal matrix (J^PJ).
t \ —19- Inverting the normal matrix (j PJ;
10- Forming a number of simultanious equations and obtain­
ing the differences in force constants vector (DELTAF) 
11*- Forming a matrix of force constant differences(DELTAF2) 
12- Adding the differences to the previous force constant 
matrix to form a new inatrix of force constants (NEWF) 
for the following- cycle.
KBWF(I,J) = FMAT(I,J) + DELTAF2(I? J)
The cycle repeated until it reaches the number given 
to MAXISET.
Third part
1- Evaluation of the Determinant of the normal matrix.
2- Extraction of the roots of the normal matrix.
3- Comparing the value of the determinant with the 
product of the diagonal elements, which is a test 
for near singularity.
❖
Improving the condition of the normal matrix by the 
Damping least squares method (13>14s15 :3)
* If the condition of the normal matrix is not seriously ill, 
one can improve the calculation, i.e., overcoming oscilla­
tions and over shooting by ordinary scaling or selective 
scaling. But if the normal matrix is very nearly singular 
as in our case, one must improve the normal matrix by 
increasing the size of its diagonal elements. We found
that it is very nearly singular. The value of the determin-
q much
ant is of the order of 10 and very\smaler than the pro­
duct of the diagonal elements
i.e., The ratio of the determinant to the product of the 
diagonal elements is smaler than one .
An addition of a factor less than 0.3 and more than zero
-3increases the value of the determinant to the order of 10 
and made the ratio about one.
CHAPTER SEVEN
ATTEMPTS TO IMPROVE FORCE CONSTANT CALCULATION
As the experimental data available is restricted to 
5 in-plane frequencies, two possibilities are available for the 
calculation and refinement of the force constants:
1- Simplified force field involving fewer than 5 force constants,
a- S.V. F.F. diagonal force constants only.
b- S.V.F.F. with one interaction force constant, 
c- S.V.F.F. with two interaction force constants.
2- More generalized force field involving more than 5 force
constants by using extra data obtained from the isotope
0!6 n15 n15 0l6
A simple valence force field was found to be not
satisfactory. McGraw et al. (ref. ^ik) reported that using
S.V.F.F. reproduced all frequencies with an average error of
about 1 per cent except the NNO symmetric bend frequency which was
-1less than the observed value by more than 200 cm . They did 
not report this set of diagonal force constants, but we tried 
to get them by refining their on diagonal elements and to use them
as a first guess in the present work.
Starting with the diagonals F^ = 6.679 mdyn/X,
Fn = 4.665 mdyn/2. and F = 1.907 mdyn S/rad^ we get the followingju a
refined ones F_. = 7.3772, F„ = 4.8983 and F = 1.2405 (all units are K d a
the same as above). Calculated frequencies are shown in table (l)
mode
Table (1) 
observed y° calculated yc A  r=r%
IIS25 symm. stretch 124.19 12+19.7 -0.7
Y 2 N-0 symm. stretch 1121 1170.3 -49.3
Y3
N-0 Asymm.stretch 1031 1055.5 -24.5
NNO symm. bend 696 2+94.8 201.2
Y5
NNO Asymm bend 371 390.6 -19.6
Measure of fit = 0.2668
To decrease the differences they tried a SJ.F.F. with 
one interaction force constant and found that it was also 
not satisfactory.
But with two interaction force constants and FDa aa
— 1they we re able to reduce the error of y^ to 67 cm . Values 
of the calculated frequencies and force constants are shown 
in table (2)
Table (2)
T° cT A  r Force constants
Y1 1419 1430 -11 F = R 6.679
Y2 1121 1116 +5 F = D 4.665
Y3 1031 1047 -16 F = a 1.907
y4
696 629 +67 F = Da 1.099 .
y5
371 370 + 1 F = aa 0.499
Measure of fit = 0.035
In the present work we tried to examine other interaction 
force constants and it was desided that the most promising 
interaction force constants to use were of the types:
F„_ stretch-bend F_ , F and F_ .RO Ra’ Da Da1
F„„ bend-bend F .00 aa'
FRR s^a:,e^ c 1^“s^re'tc 1^ Fr d and F ^ ,
There are six reasonable possibilities out of 15 they are
1- FDa and Faa,
which was examined by McGraw et al. and found that it was more 
successful than only one off diagonal element* They do not seem 
to have tried any other pairs of off diagonal element.
2- F and F
Ka aa
3- FRa and FDa
[• __ p
Ra and F ^
FDa and FRD
6“ Faa* and FRD
It is necessary to examine the last five possibilities
before deciding whether two interaction force constants are
enough or not*
A study of the effect of changing each force constant of
the above sets on the calculated frequencies has been done. The
aim was to find two force constants which have the ability of 
increasing the value of y^ without damaging severely the good 
fit of the others. As shown in table (3)» we found that it is 
impossible to improve y^ without damaging fit of the others.
The reason is that y^ contains a great amount of N=N symmetric 
stretch and N-0 symmetric stretch as shown in table (4) of 
the transformation L matrix.
Table (3)
Unit changes in the calculated frequencies
f A  f r1 r2 r3 rk r3
0 F„ +0.1 +7 * * +1K
Fd  +2.5 +3.5 +1
F +2.5 +8 +1 +7a
1 F~ +0.01 -5 +1 -2Da
F +2.5 +9 +1 -8aa
2 PRa +0.1 +3 -6 +1
Faa +2 +3 +1 ^
3 FRa -3 -5 +1
PDa “5 +1 +1 ~2
k F ^  -3 -6 +1
FRa +1.5 -8 +1
5 ^  -1 -2 +1
FDa +h +1 -1.5
6 Fjjp +2 -5 +1
F +Ij. +1 -3aa ^
(*) no entry means that the change Y/as less than unity.
.(1) S.VoF.F. diagonal force constants only, changing one force 
constant and keeping the others constant.
(2-6) SoV.F.F. with two interation force constants, changing 
one of the off diagonal force constants and 
keeping the others - constant.
Table (4)
h X2 X3 X5
R 0.3611 0.3611 -0.0000 0.09114 -0.0000
D -0.0696 -0.2267 -0.2538 0.1036 -0.0505
a -O.2151 0 . » 2 -0.0371 0.0878 -0.1866
D' -0.0696 -0.2267 0.2538 0.1036 O.O505
a' -0.2151 0.31+2 0.0371 0.0878 -0.1866
Looking to the elements of 1^ vector we see that y^ 
contains besides (a and a T) which are 0.0878 a higher values 
of (D and D' ) which are 0.1036 and R which is 0.091I1-. This 
means that the partial derivative of y^ with resggct to all 
force constants will be smaller than the others. In other 
words, any change in any force constant will effect the 
other frequencies more than y^. This is quite clear from 
the elements of the Jacobian matrix (table 5) which are the 
partial derivative of each frequnecy with respect to all force 
constants.
Table (5)
R D Da a aa
Y1 0.13014. 0.00148 0.0300 0.01463 O 0O925
y2 0.0014.1 O.O5II4 -0.1560 0.118I4 0*2369
y3 ; 0.0000 e.061414 0.0188 O.OOII4 -0.0028
rb
O.OO8I4 0.0107 0.0182 0.0077 0.015lj.
r5
0.0000 0.0025 -0.0188 O.O3I48 -0.0697
Yi SXi/SF22 SA./8F23 SAi/SF33 STa /SF
Looking at the row of y^ we see that the Jacobian elements 
are not the biggest in any column. This means that any change 
in any force constant will change one or more frequencies more 
than changing y^. So it is imposible to reduce y^ without 
damaging the fit of the others. The same thing was obtained 
with other pairs of interaction force constants. As an example 
the Jacobian matrix (table 6) using and as the inter­
action force constants is shown below
Table (6)
fr
FKD F FDa Fa
Y1 0.1250 40.0295 0.0017 0.0219 0.0626
Y2 0.0106 -O.Oi4.82 0.0550 -Od2j.85 0.1003
y3
0.0000 0.0000 0.0637 0.0213 0.0018
YU 0.0073 0.0173 0.0103 0.0197 0.0095
Y5
0.0000 0.0000 0.0033 -00213 0.03U2I-
One of the attempts was to interchange the NNO Asymmehric
bend (in plane) y^ and the out of plane y^, i.e., giving the
- 1  - tvalue 2+92 cm to the NNO Asymmetric bend instead of 371 cm .
But this did not improve the force constant calculations 
v/hen the previous two sets of interaction constants were used.
All results including observed and calculated frequencies, 
refined sets of force constants and the weighted sum of squared 
deviation (measure of fit) are tabulated .
1- Previous work(1)
See table one •
2- Present work
Starting with the refined on diagonal force constants 
(F =7.3772, F =4.8983 and F =1.2405) as a first gess and
Jri JD (X
letting the computer free in building the: required interaction
parameters by the least square method without any restriction,
i.e., without assuming any values to them, other wise the
force constant refinement will moTe in a certain direction
decided before, our attempts started.
a- Using McGraw et al assignment. The interaction
meters ;are F^ and Da F we get aa
Table (7)
r°
c
r A  r Force constants
Yi 1419 1467.4 -48. 4 Fr = 6.8613
Y2 1121 1115.7 + 5.3 Fd = 4.7470
y3 1031 1064 -33 F =2.1051CL
y4
696 648.3 +47.7 FDa= 1-3282
y5
371 370.9 + 0.1 F = O.56O6 aa ^
Measure of fit = 0.0266
b- New assignment with the previous interaction pai
Table (8)
0
Y
c
Y A  T Force constants
Y-i 1419 1467.3 -48.3 Fr = 6.8789
y2 1121 1116.2 + 4.8 fd = 4.7345
y3 1031
1065.1 -34.1 F = 2.5416
CL
y4
696 647.2 +48.8
PDa* 1'3117
y5
492
-
491.3 + 0.7 F = 0.1101aa
Measure of fit = 0.0277
c~ McGraw assignment with new set of interaction parameters
F and F_ .RD Da
The calculation was not succesful, interchange between Yg an(^
Y -  hapened in the 3rd cycle of refinement*
d- New assignment with the new interactions. Kesultes are 
shown in table 9.
Table (9)
0
Y
c
Y A  T Force constants
Y1 1X4.19 1436.8 -17.8 F = 7.161+1
Y2 1121 1088.1 +32.9 Fd = I+.8185
y3 1031 1046.3 -33.3 F = 2.31+65U;
Yl+
696 661 .8 +31+. 2 frd= 0.6621
Y5
492 501 .8 - 9.8 Fm = 1 .0529
Measure of fit = 0.019
From (a) and (b) above we see that, using the same inter­
action force constants used by McGraw etal, i.e., F_ and F
r 9 Da aa
we were able to reproduee the same frequences (differencies 
between the measure of fit was 0.001) for both assignments.
By using the new interactions F ^  and F^ and the newRD Da
assignment we were able to get a better measure of fit which 
is 0.019. Prom the logical/'point of view (see chapter 3) the 
best result is that which is connected to the lowest measure 
of fit no matter what the differences between the observed and 
calculated frequencies are.
It is clear that McGraw et al introduced the 3rd interact 
ction parameter as an attempt to improve the results without
using the least square method (at this stage) as a refinement 
process,probably they tried the method of trail and error, 
Sanborn(2) also used 6 force constants for 5 frequencies when 
studying the trans molecule.
To decide the uneertainity in assignment we tried a more 
generalized force field with all interation parameters except 
F , and F^. by using the fundamentals of the isotopeJjOL U 01
(0^ N^-0^) as extra data.
The 15 force constants can be reduced to 9 since
PD = V ’ Pa = Pa*5 PDa! = ^ D’a’ PDa = PD,a,,
PRD " PRDf and PRa = PRa! *
At first we tried to build all the interaction parameters
but we found the parameters F^a and F-^t are the same, '^ his
is to be expected since the Jacobi of boath i.e,, the partial 
derivative of all frequencies with respect to F^ and F ^ f 
which are 8A. / SF0  ^and S\. / 8F0_ respectively are the same 
as shown in table (10). This is clear because these Jacobians 
are a combination of equal quantities ( see chapter 3)
8\± / 8F25 = 2xl9ixl^i
8\± / SF25 = 2xl2ixl5i
and because of the symmetry of the molecule N202, 1^  = 1 
as shown in table (L*-) and (11) the later table is the trans­
formation matrix of the two isotopes.
Table (10)
*1 .1383
-.0617' -.1283 .0069 .0286 .0137
Y2 .1290 -.0617 -.1156 .0074 .0277
.0148
y3
.0005 -.0102 .0158 .0520 -.1608 .1040
y4 .0002 -.0060 .0093 .0494 -.1524 .0987
y5 .0000
.0000 -.0000 .0670 -.0000 -.1339
y6 .0000 .0000 -.0000 .061+6 -.0000 -.1292
y7 .0041 .0115 .0173 .0081 .0243 .0162
y8 .0041 .0114 .0175 .0078 .0241 .0157
y9
.0000 -.0000 -.0000 .0000 .0000 -.0000
*10 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000
STi SYi SYi SYi SYi SYi
8F11 SF12 sf13 SP22 sp23 SP24
where
Y ~* V V* V Vi T1 * r2’ t35    • • °9 Y10
Table (11)
11_____12 X,3 14 X6
.3719 .3592 -.0224 -.0135 .0000 .0000
-.0829 -.0860 .2280 .2222 .2588 .2541
-.1724 -.1609 -.3527 -.3431 -.0000 -.0000
-.0829 -.0860 .2280 .2222 -.2588 --.2541
-.1724 -.1609 -.3527 -.3431 .0000 .0000
*0638
.0900
.1352
.0900
.1352
.0286 .0297 .0595
.0277 .0259 .0518
.1608 .1244 .2488
.1524 .1177 .2354
.0000 .0000 -.0000
.0000 .0000 -.0000
.0243 .0183 .0366
.0241 .0185 .0369
.0000 .0362 -.0724
.0000 .0349 -.0698
SYi SYi 
sp25 SP33
SYi
SP35
18 X9
• .0 6U4 .0000
.0886 -.0000
.1358 -.1903
.0886 .0000
.1358 .1903
and 110 elements are -.0000, -.0000, -.1869, -.0000, .1869
But since (1) The same Jacohian does not mean that the 
interaction constants are the same,
(2) The interaction parameter is smaller
than the parameter
Therefore, it is unusual to assume F^a = so, we set
= F-pta = 0 in ihe generalized force fieldo 
Results are tabulated below:
e- McG-raw assignment
Tatile (12)
0
r
c
r > Force constants
Yi 11+19 1i+20,3 -1.3 Fr =-7.5750
Y2 1121 1121.9 -0.9 PD = 5.0281
y3 1031 1032.3 -1 o3
Fa = 1.86514
V 696 696.1+ -o.u Prd = °*1" 2
y5
371 369.9 +1 .1 PRa = 0.6907
FDq = 1.1321* 
PDD, = 0.5202
Measure of fit = 0,0000573 = 0.4253
f- New assignment
Table (13)
0
Y
c
Y A  Y Force constants
Y1 1419 1U19.9 -0.9 Fr = 7.5683
y2 1121 1122.0 -1 cO Fd = 5.01*23
y3 1031 1032.U -1 .k p = 2.2926a
Yi*
696 696.1 +0.1 Frd = 0.2075
y5 U91 U91.3 -0.3
P^ = 0.7068 Ra
*Da = 1‘1<*°
Measure of fit = 0.00001 i+ *DD' = 0.514.80
Paa. = 0.0255
Discussion
Summary of the results are shown in table (14)
Table (14)
off diagonal Assignment Measure of Improvement Table
interactions fit in Yi,
F_ and F Da aa
McGraw 0.0266 50% 7
new 0.0277 50% 8
F^ -. and F_ HD Da new 0.019 50% 9
G.V.F.F. McGraw 0.000057 100% 12
new 0.000014 100% 13
From the above table we see that
1- Using the same interaction parameters used by McGraw et al, 
we were able to obtain a better measure of fit (table 1 and 
7) with improved by about 50$. This means that either 
they did not finish the refinement or they regarded their 
results as the best. Logically, the lest results are 
those with the lowest measure of fit.
2- We obtained at least the same measure of fit by inter­
changing the assignment of an<i Yg (see tables 7,8 and 
12,13). Also a better measure of fit is given when using 
the general force field (table 13)
Conclusion
1- Changing the assignment does not damege the fit, gives
a better fit in the generalized field and the resulting
product rule values for the B class is in betteru
agreement with the theoretical values(ref„ 3:4).
-1Therefore, the out of plane fundamental is likely to he 371 cm 
and not 492
(R) symmetric
-1
1419cm
Yg (B) symmetric 1121cm
Y-, (B) asymmetric 1031cm 
D
Y^ (a) symmetric 696cm
Y^ (a) asymmetric 492cm
Y^ out of plane 371cm
-1
-1
-1
-1
2- We agree with McGraw et al that the interaction 
parameters and F are the most significant 
'with his assignment.
However,
if the new assiggnment is correct then F__ and F_RD Da
give a better measure of fit .
3- New assignment gives successful refinement with boath
(F-p. , F ) and (F^ , F_. ) interaction parameters while
Da aa h d  Da
McGraw assignment succeeds with the former and fails with 
the latter (see attempt c). This supports the previous 
conclusion that the new assignment is more likely to be 
the correct one.
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APpgNDIX (l\
JOB S39A,AYOUB 
LOG
GALGNS 900,4000 
'PROGRAM'(S39A) 
‘EXTENDS DATA' 
'SPACE' 8000 
'TRACE'2
'BEGIN' 'INTEGER' 
’REAL'
'ARRAY'
»PROCEDURE 
'PROCEDURE 
'PROCEDURE 
'PROCEDURE 
'PROCEDURE 
'PROCEDURE
I,J ,K,Y ,X ,M ,N ,S,ISET, IP1,COUNT,MAXISET,KK;
A, R , D , S A , C A , P , Q , T, V ,SUM,MASS,ROOT , H ,XP,FF, 
DET,MIN,C,DAMP;
FMAT, KEV/F (1:5,1:5), BMAT , DMAT , DMAT1, DM AT 2, 
LVEC,LVEC1(1:5,1:12),DTMAT,DTMAT1,DTMAT2,
XX,XX1(1:12,1:5),RECMHAT,RECMAT1,AMAT,AMAT1, 
VECTOR(1:12,1:12),EE(1:24),AMAT3(1:24,1:24), 
LVEC5(1:5,1:24),L(1:5,1:10),PMAT(1:*0,1:10), 
DIAG(1:10),DIFMAT(1:10,1:1),DELTAF(1;9,1:9), 
JMAT(1:10,1:9),RR1(1:9,1:9);
MXIIULT(A,B,C,H,N,P) 5 
MXINVERT(A,N,EPS,SINGULAR); 
JACOBI(A,S ,N ,RHO);
I.INV (A , N);
MXPERM(A,B,J ,K ,S ,D ,N ,P); 
F3DET2(A ,N);
SELECTINPUT(3);
NEE: I:=REaD;
'IF' I *NS' 0 'THEN'
'BEGIN'
A: =RE AD j R : =READ j D : =REi iD j 
NEV/LINE (1);
l/RITETEXT ( ' ( »ANGLE?aDIST$DIST ' ) ' );
PRINT(a,A,A); PRINT(R ,A ,3); PRINT(D,4,3);
A?=A*0.017^5329;
'FOR' I:=1 'STEP' 1 'UNTIL' 5 'DO'
'FOR' J:=1 'STEP' 1 'UNTIL' 12 'DO' BMAT(I,J):=0;
SA:=SIN‘(A); CA:=COS(A); P:=CA/D; Q:=SA/D; T: = (CA/D)+(1/R); V:=1/R; 
BMAT(l,6):=1;
BMAT (1,9 ):=•*• 1;
BMAT(2,1):=BMAT(A,7):=-SA;
BMAT(2,3):=BMAT(4,9):=CA;
BMAT(2,4) :=BMAT(4,10) :=SA;
BMaT (2,6):=BMAT(A,12):=-CA;
BMAT(3,1):=P;
BMAT(3,3):=BMAT(5,9):=Q;
BMAT(3,4):=-T j 
BMAT(3,6):=BMAT(5,12):=-Q;
BMAT(3,7):=V;
BMAT(5j4);r- -V:
BMAT(5,7):-T;
BMAT(5,10) :=-P; 
WRITETEXT ( ' ( ' B MATE I] SUM ROWS' ) ' )
'FOR' I: =1 »STEP’ 1 'UNTIL' 5 'DO'
'FOR' J :=1 'STEP' 1 'UNTIL' 12 
SUM:-SUM+BMAT(I,J ): 'END';
END'; NEWLINE (3);
'BEGIN' SUM:=0; NEWLINEO);
'BEGIN * PRINT(BMAT(1,J),1,4)
PRINT(SUM,6,4); 'END';
'FOR' I:=1 'STEP' 1 'UNTIL' 5 'DO'
'BEGIN' ?FOR» J:=1 ‘STEP' 1 'UNTIL' 5 fD0‘
FMAT(I,J):=0; FMAT(I,I):=READ;
'IF' FMAT(I, I )=0 'THEN' 'GOTO' LASTWORD; '
WRITETEXT('('ON DIAGONAL FORCE CONSTANTS')');
'BEGIN' NEV/LINE(1);
'FOR' 12 = 1 'STEP' 1 ‘UNTIL' 5 'DO' PRINT(FMAT(I,I),1,4) 
X:=READ; 'IF' X=0 'THEN' 'GOTO' SIMP2;
•FOR' K:=1 'STEP' 1 'UNTIL' X 'DO'
'BEGIN' I:=READ; J:=RSAD; FMAT(I,J):=RFAD;
FMAT(J,I) : =FMAT (I, J) ; 'END 1 5 NEWLINE(3);
DO
f END
WRITE! 
'FOR' 
'FOR' 
SIi-iP2 
' FOR'
? FOR' 
'FOR' 
'FOR'
CTO ('OF AND ON DIAGONAL FORCE CONSTANTS')') 
12=1 ‘STEP' 1 'UNTIL' 5 
J2=1 'STEP' 1 'UNTIL' 5
'DO'
'DO'
'BEGIN' NEWLINE(1); 
PRINT(FMAT(I, J ) , 1,4); END
12 = 1 'STEP' 
J 2 = 1  'STEP' 
I:=1'STEP'
J:=1 *STEP»
'UNTIL'
'UNTIL'
'UNTIL'
'UNTIL'
12
12
4
'DO'
'DO'
'DO'
'DO'
RECHAT(I,J ):=0; 
'BEGIN' MASS 2 =READ;
RE CHAT (3*I-:*J«3 , 3* 1+J~3): =1/SQRT (MASS ); ' END»;
'FOR' I: = 1 'STEP' 1 'UNTIL’ 12 'DO'
’FOR' J :=1 'STEP' 1 'UNTIL' 12 'DO* RECMAT1(I,J)2=0;
'FOR' 12=1 ‘STEP’ 1 ’UNTIL' 4 >D0» ’BEGIN3 MASS:=READ;
’FOR1 J 2=1 'STEP' 1 'UNTIL' 3 'DO'
RECMAT1(3*1+J. -3.3*I+J-3)2 =1/SQRT(MASS); ’END';
MXMULT(BMAT,EECMAT,DMAT,5,12,12); 
r-UCMULT ( BMAT , RECMAT1 , DMAT 1,5,12,12);
’FOR' I: = 1 'STEP» 1 'UNTIL' 5 ’DO'
'FOR' J :=1 ’STEP' 1 'UNTIL' 12 ’DO’ ’BEGIN’
DTMAT(J ,I): =DMAT(I, J) ; DTMA.T 1 (J ,I) s =DMAT 1 (I, J) ; 'END3;
ICC MULT ( DT MAT , FMAT ,XX,12,5,50
MXMULT(DTMAT1.FMAT,XXI,12,5,5)5 MAXISET 2 =READ;
'FOR' I:=1 ’STEP' 1 ’UNTIL' 10 'DO' DIAG(I)2=READ; ISET:=0;
NEWLINE(3); WRITETEXT('('OBSERVED FREQUENCIES')•);
'BEGIN' NEWLINEO);
'FOR' I:=1 'STEP’ 1 ’UNTIL1 10 ’DO'
SIMPLE:
MXMULT(XX.DMA!,AMAT,12,5,12);
MXMULT(XX1i ,DMAT1,AHAT1,12,5,12);
JACOBI(AMAT,VECTOR,12,0.000000001);
IRC MULT (DMAT , VECTOR, LVEC ,5,12,12);
JACOBI(AMAT1,VECTOR,12,0.000000001);
MXMULT(DMAT1,VECTOR,LVEC1,5,12,12);
'FOR' J :=1 'STEP' 1 'UNTIL' 12 'DO' 'BEGIN'
AMAT3(J ,J ):=AMAT(J ,J ); AMAT3(J+12 J+12):=AMAT1(J,J);
'FOR' I:=1 ’STEP’ 1 ’UNTIL’ 12 ’DO’
PRINT(DIAG(I),1,4); ’END’
’END'
’FOR’ J:=1 'STEP' 1 'UNTIL' 
LVEC3(J,I):=LVEC(J ,I);
'FOR' 12=1 'STEP' 1 'UNTIL' 
'FOR' 12 = 1 ’STEP’ 1 ’UNTIL' 
’BEGIN1
5 ’DO« ’BEGIN’
LVEC3(J,I+12):=LVEC1(J,I); 
24 »D0 3 EE(I)2 =1;
23 ’DO'
'END'
XP:=AMAT3(EE(I),EE(I)); IP1:=I+1;
•FOR' J:=24 ’STEP' -1 'UNTIL' IP1 'DO'
* IF» AMAT3(EE(J),EE(J)) MT XP 'THEN' 'BEGIN'
XP:=AMAT3(EE(J),EE(J)); H:=AMAT3(EE(J),EE(J));
AMAT3(EE(J ),EE(J ):=AMAT3(EE(I),EE(I)); AMAT3(EE(l),EE(I)):=H;
'FOR' KK:=1 'STEP' 1 'UNTIL' 5 rDO'
'BEGIN' FF:=LVEC3(KK,EE(J));
LVEC3(KK,EE(J)):=LVEC3(KK,EE(I)); LVEC3(KK,EE(I)):=FF; 'END'; '
'END'; »END'; NEWLINE(3);
WRITETEXT( ' ( 'ROOTS,LAMDA VALUES')»); NEWLINE(1);
'FOR' Ir=1 'STEP' 1 'UNTIL' 24 'DO'
PRINT(AMAT3(EE(I) ,EE(I)),2,4); NEWLINE(3)5 
WRITETEXT('('ROOTS,C M-1 ' )» ) ; ,NEWLINE(1);
'FOR' I:=1 'STEP' 1 'UNTIL' 24 'DO'
'BEGIN' 'IF « AMAT3(EE(I),EE(I)) MT 0.0000001 'THEN'
'BEGIN» ROOT:=SQRT(1698222*AMAT3(EE(I),EE(I));
PRINT(ROOT,4,1); 'END'
'ELSE' 'BEGIN' WRITETEXT('("('S')'*****')');
»IF» AMAT3(EE(I),EE(I)) LT -0.0001 'THEN' Y:=1; 'END'; 'END'; 
NEWLINE(3); WRITETEXT('('TRANSFORMATION L MATRIX')');
'FOR' J :=1 'STEP' 1 'UNTIL' 5 'DO' 'BEGIN' NEWLINE(2);
'FOR' I:=1 'STEP' 1 'UNTIL' 10 'DO'
PRINT(LVEC3(J,EE(I)),1,4); 'END';
'IF' Y=1 'THEN' 'GOTO' TERMINATE;
'FOR' M:=1 'STEP' 1 'UNTIL' 5 'DO'
'FOR' S:=1 'STEP' 1 'UNTIL' 10 'DO'
L(M,S):=LVEC3(M,EE(S));
'FOR' J:=1 'STEP' 1 'UNTIL' 10 'DO' 'BEGIN'
JMAT(J,1):=(L(1,J))2;
JMAT(J ,2):=2*L(1,J)*L(2,J );
JMAT(J,3):=2*L(1,J)*L(3,J);
JMAT(J,4):=(L(2,J)2;
JMAT(J-,5):=2*L(2,J)*L(3,J);
JMAT(J,6):=2*L(2,J)*L(4,J);
JMAT(J,7);=2*L(2,jj*L(5,J);
JMAT(J,8):=(L(3,J) ;
JMAT(J,9):=2*L(3,J)*L(5,J);
'END »; NEWLINE(3); WRITETEXT(»(*JAQOBIAN MATRIX')' ) ;
'FOR' N:=1 'STEP' 1 'UNTIL' 10 'DO'
'BEGIN' NEWLINE(1);
'FOR' S:=1 'STEP' 1 'UNTIL' 9 'DO' PRINT(JMAT(N,S),1,4); 'END';
'FOR' N :=1 'STEP' 1 'UNTIL' 10 'DO'
'FOR' S:=1 'STEP' 1 'UNTIL' 9 'DO'
TJMAT(S ,N ):=JMAT(N,S);
'FOR' I:=1 'STEP' 1 'UNTIL' 10 'DO'
DIFMAT(1,1):=DIAG(I)-AMAT3(1,1); NEWLINE(3);
WRITETEXT(«('DIFFERENCE BETWEEN CALCULATED AND OBSERVED FREQUENCIES')'); 
'BEGIN' NEV/LINE(1 ) ;
'FOR' I:=1 'STEP' 1 'UNTIL' 10 'DO' PRINT(DIFMAT(1,1),1,4); 'END'; 
NEWLINE(1); ’FOR' I:=1 'STEP' 1 'UNTIL' 10 'DO'
1 BEGIN» ROOT:=SQRT(1698222*DIAG(I))-SQRT(1698222*AMAT3(1,1);
PRINT(ROOT,4,1); »END';
'FOR' I:=1 'STEP' 1 'UNTIL' 10 'DO'
PMAT(I,I):=l/(DIAG(I)2;
SUM:=0; 'FOR' I:=1 'STEP' 1 'UNTIL' 10 'DO'
'BEGIN' SUM: =SUM+ (DIFMAT(1,1 )2* P M T (1,1); 'END';
NEWLINE(3); WRITETEXT('('THE TOTAL MEASURE OF FIT»)»);
PRINT(SUM,1,8);
SUM:=0; 'FOR' I: =2,4,6',8,10 'DO*
»BEGIN' SUM:=SUM+(DIFMAT(1,1)^*PMAT(1,1); ’END ';
NEV/LINE (3);
WRITETEXT('('MEASURE OF FIT OF N Op ISOTOPE')’);
PRINT(SUM,1,8);
SUM:=0; 'FOR' I:=1,3»5.7,9 'DO'
»BEGIN» SUM:=SUM+(DIFMAT(1,1)2*PMAT(1,1); 'END»;
NEV/LINE (3);
WRITETEXT( »( 'MEASURE OF FIT OF N*‘0 ' ) » ) ;
PRINT(SUM,1,8);
NEV/LINE( 3);
WRITETEXT('('DIAGONAL MATRIX OF CHOSEN WEIGHTS')»);
'BEGIN* NEWLINE(1 );
'FOR' I:=1 'STEP* 1 'UNTIL* 10 «D0» PRINT(PMAT(I,I), 1 ) ;  'END';
MXMULT(TJMAT,PMAT,BB,9,10,10);
MXMULT(BB,JMAT,RR,9,10,9);
NEWLINE(3); WRITETEXT(»(* THE NORMAL MATRIX')');
'FOR' I: = 1 'STEP' 1 'UNTIL' 9 ’DO'
'BEGIN' NEV/LINE(1 ) ;
'FOR' J:=1 'STEP' 1 'UNTIL' 9 *D0* PRINT(RR(I,J),1,k); 'END';
DET:=F3DET2(RR,9); NEWLINE(3);
WRITETEXT(*(* THE VALUE OF THE DETERMINANT’)»); PRINT(DET,0,8 ) ;
'FOR' I:=1 'STEP' 1 'UNTIL' 9 ’DO*
'FOR' J :=1 'STEP' 1 'UNTIL' 9 ’DO'
RR1(I,J ):=RR(I,J);
JAC OBI(RR1,VECTOR,9,0.000000001); NEWLINE(3);
WRITETEXT(*('EIGEN VALUES OF THE NORMAL MATRIX')');
NEWLINE(1);
'FOR' I: = 1 'STEP» 1 'UNTIL' 9 'DO'
PRINT(RR1(I,I),1,k); NEWLINE(3);
WRITETEXT(»('LATENT VECTORS OF THE NORMAL MATRIX')');
'FOR' I :=1 'STEP' 1 'UNTIL' 9 »D0'
'BEGIN' NEWLINE(1);
'FOR' J: = 1 'STEP' 1 'UNTIL' 9 ’DO'
PRINT(VECTOR(I,J),1,4); 'END';
DAMP:=0.2;
NEWLINE(3); WRITETEXT(1('THE DAMPING FACTOR')');
PRINT(DAMP,0,8);
'FOR' I:=1 'STEP' 1 'UNTIL' 9 ’DO'
RR (I, I) : =RR (1,1) -rDAMP; NEV/LINE ( 3 ) 5
WRITETEXT('('MODIFIED NORMAL MATRIX »)');
'FOR' I:=1 'STEP' 1 ’UNTIL' 9 'DO*
'BEGIN* NEWLINE(1);
'FOR' J: = 1 'STEP' 1 'UNTIL' 9 ’DO' PRINT(RR(I,J),1,*f); 'END';
DET:=F3DET2(RR,9); NEWLINE(3);
WRITETEXT('('VALUE OF THE MODEFIED DETERMINANT')');
PRINT(DET,0,8);
C:=DET/(RR(1,1)*RR(2,2)*RR(3,3)*PvR(M-)*RR(5}5)*RH(6,6)*RR(7,7)*
r r(8,8)*rr(9,9));
NEWLINE(3);
WRITETEXT('('MODEFIED DETERMINANT / PRODUCT OF DIAGONAL ELEMENTS’)'); 
PRINT(C,0,8);
MXINVERT(RR, 9 , 1 3 , SINGULAR);
MXMULT(RR,BB,ONE,9,9,10);
MXMULT(ONE,DIFMAT,DELTAF,9,10,1);
NEV/LINE (3 ) ;
WRITETEXT('('CHANGE IN FORCE CONSTANTS*)');
'BEGIN' NEWLINE(1);
'FOR' I:=1 'STEP' 1 'UNTIL' 9 'DO*
PRINT(DELTAF(1,1), 1, ); 'END »;
DELTAF2(1,1):=DELTAF(1,1);
DELTAF2 (1,2): =DELTAF2 (1 , ): =DELTAF (2,1);
DELTAF2(1,3):=DELTAF2(1,5):=DELTAF(3,1);
DELTAF2(2,2):= D E L T A F 2 = D E L T A F (■k,1);
DELTAF2(2,3):=DELTAF2(■k,5):=DELTAF(5,1);
DELTAF2(2,k):=DELTAF(6,1);
DELTAF2(2,5):=DELTAF2(3,^):=0;
DELTAF2(3,3):=DELTAF2(5,5):=DELTAF(8,1); 
deltaf2(3,5 );=deltaf (9,1);
'FOR' I:=1,2,3,4,5 'DO*
•FOR' J:=1,2,3,^f,5 'DO*
DELTAF2(J ,I):=DELTAF2(I,J);
NEV/LINE ( 3 ) »
WRITETEXT(»('CHANGED FORCE CONSTANTS MATRIX')»);
•FOR* I: = 1,2.,3,4,5 'DO*
'BEGIN* NEWLINE(1);
'FOR* J:=1,2,3,^,5 'DO*
PRINT ( DELTAF2 (I, J ) , 1, ) ; ' END * ;
COUNT:=0;
•FOR* I:=1,2,3,4,5 'DO'
'FOR* J:=1,2,3,4,5 'DO'
»IF» ABS(DELTAF2(I,J )) »GT» 0.00005 'THEN' 'BEGIN' 
NEWF(I,J ):=FMAT(I,J)+DELTAF2(I,J);
COUNT:=1; 'END';
'FOR' I:=1,2,3,^,5 'DO*
'FOR' J: = 1,2,3,A-,5 'DO'
FMAT(I,J):=NEWF(I,J );
ISET:=ISET+COUNT;
NEWLINE(3);
WRITETEXT ('('NEW SET OF FORCE CONSTANTS »)»);
'FOR' I:=1,2,3,^,5 'DO'
•BEGIN' NEWLINE(1);
'FOR' J:=1,2,3,4,5 'DO*
PRINT(NEWF(I, J), 1,) ; 'END';
'IF' ISET »LT' MAXISET 'AND' C0UNT=1 'THEN' 'BEGIN'
MXMULT(DTMAT, NEWF,XX,12,5,5)?
MXMULT(DTMAT1,NEWF,XX1,12,5,5)5 
'GOTO' SIMPLE;
'END';
NEWLINE(3)5
WRITETEXT ('('END OF THE REQUIERD CALCULATIONS')'); 
•GOTO* LASTWORD;
TERMINATE: NEWLINE(3);
WRITETEXT ('('CALCULATIONS TERMINATED NEGATIVE ROOT')'); 
'END*;
SINGULAR: LASTWORD:
'END *;
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